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Forward
The Rev. Canon Ginny Doctor (Mohawk, Turtle Clan),
We are pleased to offer this resource on providing pastoral care at time of suicide. At the 2013
International Urban Ministry Gathering in Phoenix, The Rt. Rev. Steve Charleston told the gathering
that suicide is prevalent in many Indigenous communities of North America within the imposed
political borders of the United States and Canada. He encouraged us to work together to see what we
could do to prevent suicide. As clergy and lay leaders we are often looked upon as the spiritual leaders
for the community. Many of our ministers are not paid and depend on other employment to make ends
meet. And, sadly, many don’t have the time or money to receive continuing education on such matters
as suicide. We wanted to create a free, easy to use resource that would help all of our ministers – lay
and ordained.
In June of 2014 a consultation on providing pastoral care at time of suicide was held at Six
Nations, Ohsweken, Ontario. The Office of the National Indigenous Anglican Bishop, Church of
Canada and the Indigenous Theological Training Institute of North America co-sponsored the
consultation attended by nine Indigenous people from Canada and four from the United States. We sat
in a circle of love and prayer for two days discussing and sharing our concerns for suicide prevention.
There were many tears but there was also much laughter. We realized that suicide has touched all of
our lives and that the need for healing is great in ourselves, our families and communities. One of the
topics brought forth was the need for ceremonies to help with healing. I offer the following little
ceremony that was much appreciated by my family.
A Family Ceremony
This past year my family lost two members, a very dear Uncle and an Aunt. When our father
died in 1967, our Uncle took responsibility for helping to raise us as that is what our traditions teach.
My brothers, in particular had very close relations with him. Most of our family has lost other
members; mothers, sisters, daughters, brothers, fathers and other Uncles and Aunts. My sister-in-law
lost a nephew who completed suicide several years ago.
On Christmas Eve it is our custom to gather as family to share food and gifts. Our cousin told
us her mother didn’t want to come as it would be too painful because Uncle was gone from our lives. I
began to think and pray about all those we have lost and how it still hurts and still brings tears to our
eyes. Because of my near death experience in the summer of 2014, it was weighing heavy on my heart.
I decided that I needed to prepare a ceremony that would help us grieve in a circle of love.
I asked my younger brother to go out into the woods and cut some cedar branches, making sure
he gave thanks to the Creator for what he was taking. Cedar is one of our medicines, used for
smudging and as a tea to prevent colds. I remember my Mom boiling cedar branches, then cooling and
refrigerating the tea. We had to drink one cup per day. I bought a large un-scented candle and some
sticker stars. I arranged the cedar branches in the center of the table and placed the candle in the
middle. When the time was right I asked all to give me their attention as I explained what we were
going to do. I asked all to think of those they have lost and think of at least one good memory. When
the spirit moved them, I asked each to come and place a star on the candle and to name the person they
were remembering. When everyone had a chance to share, I said a prayer for all those who left our
circle, for us as we continue to grieve and for our family members who are ill. I told everyone to take a
sprig of cedar home and keep it until they wanted to let it go.
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Now we have a memory candle and we will use it every time we gather; and we will add stars
as necessary. Last week I went to my Uncle’s one year feast, a ceremony to let his spirit continue the
journey. There was still cedar branches on the table and my sister asked me if she should throw it out. I
told her “no, let’s burn it and pray.” That’s what I did.
“Perhaps they are not stars, but rather openings in heaven where the love of our lost
ones pours through and shines down upon us to let us know they are happy.” Eskimo
Proverb quote
I grew up on the Onondaga Nation near Syracuse, NY. Suicide was not easily talked about, but
I did know one young person who took his own life. There was talk of a place that was called “Suicide
Inn” because there were several suicides in that house. When I went to Alaska as a missionary in 1993
I helped to bury many young people who completed suicide. I never knew what to say to bring some
kind of comfort to the family; I would give hugs but not say anything because the words I had heard
didn’t seem appropriate. I wondered what kind of message we were sending to other youth by saying
things like, “he’s at peace now,” or he’s in a better place.” It seemed to me that a troubled youth after
hearing that would want to end his life. One time I heard a young person say, “I want to die!” I asked
her why and she said, “Because Heaven is a beautiful place and I want to be there!”
In order to equip our clergy and lay leaders to give pastoral care in time of suicide we need to
understand the factors that surround suicide. Many of our communities are isolated and lack the
infrastructure to provide good mental health services in a culturally appropriate manner. Many have
said that as Indigenous people we suffer from an Inter-generational Post Traumatic Stress Disorder
(PTSD) that is attributed to many losses, loss of land, language, culture, innocence, family, identity,
spirituality, etc. This PTSD manifests itself in substance and alcohol abuse, violence, sexual abuse,
suicide, low self-esteem and other anti-social and cultural/traditional behavior. As spiritual leaders we
need to find ways to restore the spirituality of our people, to give purpose to life and faith in God, our
Creator. We have to lead discussions on how we make our communities a better place to live, how do
we bring the Kingdom of God to our present being; “Turn around, the Kingdom of God is near.” If we
say and do the right things at time of suicide, I think we can prevent more suicides.
If we are delivering the homily we have an excellent opportunity to talk about the Kingdom of God
and what we can do to make it appear to our young people. How can we make our communities a
beautiful place and do we see the beauty in our young people? I think it can be done but it will take
work and the cooperation of many.
The last suicide in Tanana, Alaska, was a young man who at one time lived next door to me. He
would come to visit everyday after school and I would usually put him to work. And, of course, we
always had a snack! He was a beautiful young man and to this day I am saddened that I never told him
he was beautiful. I heard disturbing things that may have lead to his suicide but I’ll probably never
know the truth. I have memories of his smile and his willingness to help me and that is the only truth I
need to know.
The Rev. Canon Ginny Doctor (Mohawk, Turtle Clan), is the Coordinator for Indigenous Ministry,
Anglican Church of Canada
Editor’s note: ITTI and Cook Native American Ministry collaborated in 2013 to present a Winter
Workshop – the Spirituality of Suicide. The presenters and participants also called for the
development of a resource for suicide. This resource is partially funded by Cook Native American
Ministry Foundation, ITTI and Indigenous Ministry in the Anglican Church in Canada in response to
the need.
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This art and the art found throughout the book is art which was shared at one of the planning gatherings as this resource
was designed. The art is meant to reflect the author’s vision of the Kingdom of God.
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A Theological Reflection
by
The Right Reverend Doctor Mark MacDonald
Fr. Michael Oleksa of Alaska, simply and prophetically, reminded me that early Orthodox
missionaries reported that Alaska Natives knew nothing of suicide at the time of first contact. Today,
the same people are known for the opposite: a dangerous and overwhelmingly high rate of
suicide. This is something shared by Indigenous peoples across the continent of North America,
sometimes known among them as Turtle Island.
This simple fact, the emergence of suicide as a product of colonization, points to a complex
reality. Many wonder about it, especially its primary victims – the First Peoples who are the spiritual
stewards of the Land and the principle victims of its colonization. There is far too little that is
conclusive or even helpful in facing this crisis and it demands we face it theologically, face it with our
faith seeking understanding. Here are a few thoughts in that direction.
There are some important signposts towards explanations of the high rate of Indigenous suicide
from sociological analysis. One would be the often cited 1998 study by Lalonde and Chandler. They
pointed out that there is an intimate relationship between self-continuity, in terms of identity, and
suicide. Indigenous communities that had a sense of continuous and progressive identity were not
prone to the high rates of suicide. Positive identity, related to community identity, is a protective
factor against suicide.
In a complementary way, it has been noticed that Indigenous elders have the opposite
relationship to the larger society’s statistics: a low rate of suicide among Indigenous people who are in
the same age range of a threatened group among its non-Indigenous counterparts. Both these items
suggest there are cultural and communal factors, related to identity, that are important in determining
how communities cope with the Indigenous suicide crisis.
It is essential to note that colonization is the primary on-going threat to self-identity for
Indigenous peoples. In fact, Western institutions, including the churches, acknowledged the
elimination of Indigenous identity as a goal of their interaction with Indigenous peoples, almost from
the beginning of contact. Today, though these attitudes are not so openly promoted, they are still a
habitual element in the way most institutions relate to Indigenous peoples. We may describe this ongoing threat as embedded and systemic to Western institutions, meaning that these ideas remain deep
in the thought, practice, and structure of Western institutions. This appears to be true even after many
individuals within those structures have acquired more progressive and friendly attitudes towards
Indigenous people and their cultures.
Given its proximity to the horrors of the 20th century, Western theology has developed a
surprising and, it appears, increasingly limited capacity to comprehend systemic evil like this. Its
preference for ways of thinking shaped by modern Western notions of individual autonomy stunts its
capacity to understand, much less treat effectively, systemic evil. Since behavior is viewed in
individual terms, systemic evil is understood as the cumulative efforts of individual
perpetrators. Finding out who is guilty becomes more important than finding out what is wrong.
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Systemic evil operates quite differently from an understanding of evil based on the idea of
individual autonomy. Evil often transcends individual decision, as we see again and again in instances
of mass systemic evil. The individual does not need to consciously act, but merely to go along and not
question. The search for primary perpetrators, however important to justice, will often obscure the
dynamics of systemic evil, particularly in complex issues like suicide.
Along these lines, Western religious practice has emphasized individual contrition, individual
repentance, and individual reconciliation. It has remarkably little to say about communal repentance
and, in relation, little to say about systemic and communal acts of evil - evil embodied not only in acts
of individual human behavior but in habitual attitudes, laws, and customs.
In contrast, traditional biblical and Indigenous thought speaks of systemic evil in spiritual and
communal terms. Paul's discussion of “principalities and powers” in the Scriptures, for instance, is a
way of understanding the kind of forces that we are speaking of here. Human communities, their
institutions and cultures, function as principalities and powers and develop their own threatening
strongholds of thought and behavior (see 2 Corinthians 10:4-5).
Biblical sources portray the principalities and powers as originally oriented to help humanity
enact communal existence. They are the “spirit” of a people, a culture, and an institution. As such,
they will often develop a competitive relationship with their Creator causing a world of negative
consequence. This is the dynamic reality of a fallen universe and it can be progressively hideous when
the principalities and powers function apart from their service to God. They are to be the spirit of our
communal existence, an aid to our humanity, a linkage between heaven and earth. As we see in the
biblical record, the competitively sourced indifference of the powers for the Creator has an opposite
effect. It is translated into contempt for the poor and marginalized, for Creation itself. Their desire to
enact a controlling communal existence threatens any perceived competitor; any alliance not thought to
promote their ultimate purpose of domination is perceived as the enemy.
In the history of colonization, we see the principalities and powers of the dominant culture
attacking Indigenous identity, its culture, and Indigenous life itself. The story of the Indian Residential
Schools (IRS) is only one chapter in a story that is long and on-going. IRS Jr. is found in the prisons,
on the streets of our urban areas, in the poverty of Indigenous communities and in the domestic and
exported colonialism of extractive industries. The assumption of inferiority based on Indigenous
identity has been habituated in multiple forms of the culture of the dominant Western colonial
powers. For our topic, it is the most powerful factor in the despair and anger that leads to suicide.
Looking beyond individualistic therapeutic answers and colonial analysis of the Indigenous
“problem”, we look to God, to our spiritual existence, for help. In an Indigenous context, we arise into
a transformed identity that confronts the principalities and powers. We are communally celebrating
Creation, communally celebrating Indigenous identity within Creation, and communally affirming an
identity connected to a positive future. This is the story of the Psalms, the Prophets, and the Gospels,
enacted in contemporary communal Indigenous identity, through, with, and in the power of God's
Spirit. This is the story of the elders, whose courage still inspires, whose love still motivates, and
whose humor still lifts up tired spirits.
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The Living Word has disarmed the principalities and powers (Col. 2:15) and declares victory
over them and the power of death through the cross and resurrection. This is now our hope and our
challenge. We are to live out this new reality in Creation in our communities so that we, with Christ,
may disarm the powers that bring death.

The Rt. Rev. Dr. Mark MacDonald assumed office as the Anglican Church of Canada’s first National
Indigenous Anglican Bishop in 2007 after serving for about 10 years as bishop of the U.S. Episcopal
Diocese of Alaska where he was consecrated bishop on 13 September 1997. He was elected as the
World Council of Churches President for North America in 2013. He has had a long and varied
ministry, holding positions in Mississauga, Ont., Duluth, Minn.; Tomah, Wis. and Mauston, Wis.;
Portland, Ore.; and the southeast regional mission of the Diocese of Navajoland. Immediately prior to
his ordination to the episcopate, Bishop MacDonald was canon missioner for training in the Diocese of
Minnesota and vicar of St. Antipas’ Church, Redby, and St. John-in-the-Wilderness Church, Red Lake,
Red Lake Nation. He is the author, co-author and co-editor of several publications.
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We Have Been Here From Time Immemorial
by
The Reverend Doctor Martin Brokenleg
“I did not know then how much was ended. When I look back now from this high hill of
my old age, I can still see the butchered women and children lying heaped and scattered
all along the crooked gulch as plain as when I saw them with eyes still young. And I can
see that something else died there in the bloody mud, and was buried in the blizzard. A
people's dream died there. It was a beautiful dream.”
This quote about the 1890 Wounded Knee massacre is from the book Black Elk Speaks, and is
probably one of the most vividly memorable images of the destruction of First Nations. John Neihardt,
the honoured poet of Nebraska, spoke to some of us faculty at Augustana College in 1973 just before
his death. He admitted when questioned, that Black Elk did not actually say, “the dream died there.”
Nor did Black Elk say the “circle of the hoop was broken.” Neihardt emphatically said, “He never said
that. That was how I wanted the story to end.” And yet, how many people around the world think that
the circle was broken? How many Indigenous people believe the circle has been broken?
Whether Nicholas Black Elk said the circle was broken or not, it is clear to anyone working
with North American Indigenous people that there is a great brokenness among us. All social
indicators document a profound brokenness among Native Americans, First Nations, and Aboriginal
peoples in the USA and Canada. We have suicide rates 5-15 times higher than other people. Addictions
are active in nearly 40% of our people. Our rates of domestic violence, homelessness, eating disorders,
broken families, and rates of leaving school before completion, are among the highest of any
population in North America. Clearly, something is broken among us.
Our children are the segment of our population that is at greatest risk of suicide. National
studies of Native American and Canadian Aboriginal populations show a dramatic elevation in suicide
rates at the age of eight. This rate increases again at age 10 and peaks at age 18. It remains elevated
until the age of 30 and only then begins a gradual decrease. This is in marked contrast to nonAboriginal populations that show a low suicide rate until the age of 65 and then a geometric rise after
that age. For them, it is the loss of job and having no role of eldership that creates discouragement. For
Aboriginal people, it is our children who look at life and see only the darkness.
In our work we must always begin in the darkness since it is in darkness that Jesus came into
the world. It was in darkness that the resurrection began. We can have no real hope unless we look at
real problems. Hope is not the denial of problems. Hope is a confident inspiration in the face of real
problems. In our case, hope comes from the inspiration of the Holy Spirit of God. Like faith, hope is a
conviction, not a certainty.
Intergenerational Trauma
For more than 500 years, Indigenous North Americans have experienced the negativity of
colonialism. In attempting to replicate the societies of Europe, Canada and the US have enforced
religious, political, educational, economic, and social patterns that are foreign on us. A crown attorney
(prosecuting attorney in the US) in northern Ontario, Rupert Ross, is an accurate and articulate
observer of First Nations peoples. In a recent paper entitled, Colonization and Criminal Conduct, he
states that if one knows how colonization works, you should expect absolutely every Aboriginal person
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to be a criminal. He wonders why this is not the case, but it is because he does not sit in our circles
and does not know our traditional ways.
Dr. Maria Brave Heart defines intergenerational trauma as:
A cumulative
emotional, psychological, social, and spiritual wounding
over the life span and across the generations
resulting from massive group trauma.
We must understand this concept well since it is at the heart of our suicide rates and is also responsible
for virtually all social ills among us Indigenous peoples.
By “cumulative,” we know that this darkness increases with each generation that does not do its
healing work. In Canada, the residential school era caused massive trauma, but the loss of our children
to foster care is even more dramatic and is the result of the residential school legacy. Contemporary
US reservation life and urban Native life is even more disturbed than a generation ago.
Intergenerational trauma increases if it is not transformed into healing; one of the major reasons Jesus
came to earth along with preaching, as the gospel of Mark reminds us in chapter one.
“Emotional, psychological, social, and spiritual wounding”… means that every aspect of our
human qualities has been negatively impacted by trauma. Our emotional turmoil and even whether we
are actually able “to feel” have been influenced by the traumas we received as a community. Our
cognition, social relations, and our spiritual lives are unsettled due to the traumas of history. Even out
bodily genetics are negatively impacted by trauma as epigenetics studies demonstrate.
“Over the life span and across generations”… indicates that we suffer from the pressures of this
darkness all of our lives. I can now say I accept this at this late date in my life, but I resist accepting
that it will be true for my grandchildren all their lives, even though I know that will happen. It will
happen because of who they are, what complexion they have, their names, who they love, and the
communities they live in. When I look into the face of any another Aboriginal Canadian or Native
American, I know I am looking at someone who has both inherited trauma and experienced it directly.
And yet, where is the hope from God in the midst of all this trauma?
When I as a child, I would look at the social problems I saw in my community and experienced
by my family and relatives. I knew my White classmates did not live this way so why did we? I used
to wonder what was wrong with us. Now that I know how trauma works, I can now say that there is
nothing wrong with us Aboriginal and First Nations people. We are perfectly normal people who have
had a normal human reaction to an abnormal history. This is why psychologists call Intergenerational
Trauma, Complex Post Traumatic Response. We add the term “complex” to any condition that will
last over the person’s lifetime. The condition of intergenerational trauma is a reaction due to the
massive traumas we Aboriginal and First Nations people have experienced continually over centuries.
When I look into the face of a First Nations five year old, I will see the same emotional turmoil that I
expect in the face of a veteran who has just returned from the battlefield.
All social ills in First Nations communities are symptoms of complex post-traumatic stress
reaction. Whether it is suicide, domestic violence, addictions, or leaving school, these conditions are
symptoms of the deeper cause - intergenerational trauma. The symptoms are so severe they need
attention and treatment. But, let us not forget that we can turn to our First Nations traditions and also
heal the root cause of these symptoms, the complex post-traumatic stress response.
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Strength from our Ancestors
More than two decades ago, Dr. Larry Brendtro, Dr. Steve Van Bockern, and I spent two years
examining traditional First Nations child rearing philosophy. We examined it on its own. We
compared it with the latest psychological research and found that our Aboriginal ancestors knew
exactly how to raise children and youth so they could survive in life, a quality we psychologists now
call resiliency. Resiliency is the ability to recover after stresses such as trauma.
Resiliency is a deep level of learning that we must consciously and deliberately recover if we
are to face intergenerational problems such as suicide. What kind of learning is this? One level of
learning is easy to talk about since schools speak of it as knowledge. Knowledge is the education of a
person’s mind. In our time our youth must stay in school or they will have an inadequate level of
information to live their lives well. Studies show that when our youth leave school before having at
least a grade 12 education the quality of their life suffers over their life span. Further research shows
that the quality of life for their children and grandchildren will also suffer. Contemporary life requires
that we have a large knowledge base to live well. This means we need facts, information, definitions,
literacy, and numeracy to live well. First Nations youth must have educated minds; this is knowledge.
Knowledge is when the mind learns something. All that is needed to teach the mind is words. Talking
about an idea or about information is enough to teach the minds.
There is a deeper kind of learning that has been the focus of First Nations traditions, the
education of the spirit, and the heart of the person. It is in the heart that one learns how to be strong in
life. It is in the spirit that our ancestors taught resiliency. Heart learning is not learned in words; it is
learned through experiences. Experiences shape a person’s soul and teach the heart and character of a
person. Oddly, we have no good word in English for this kind of learning. Seminaries often use the
word, formation, the one I am the not familiar with. Formation is the shaping of the soul of a person,
the teaching of that person’s spirit, and it is done by experiences.
In First Nations’ traditions, protocols exist for every aspect of life. In my tradition there is a
Lakota protocol for waking up in the morning that sets the time of day to awaken and then prescribes
what one thinks about, what one does to get up, and then what to put into the body. If a person follows
this protocol and has this experience, he or she will start to have a Lakota heart, a Lakota spirit. I have
been doing this for some time and I see it starting to take shape. If a person gets up, following the
Lakota protocol for rising, eventually he or she will show a Lakota personality. This quality is learned
only from experience and not from talking about it or reading about it. There is a Lakota protocol for
making a fire, what to do when you take the life of an animal or plant, and what to do when you hear
the first thunder in the springtime. If you follow the directions, you will learn, in your heart and spirit,
how to become Lakota. Of course each First Nation has its own protocols based on centuries of
survival.
The quality we need to recover in our times is a spiritual strength, resiliency. Our ancestors
knew how to teach it and so must we if our future generations are to live well in the face of
intergenerational trauma and the circumstances of contemporary life.
Our Christian faith has the same focus as our ancestors. Throughout the scriptures we see Jesus
making people whole. Jesus heals the many forms sickness that darkness can create in someone. He
says his mission is to preach and to heal (Mark 1:38). For First Nations to be well, we must be taught
and healed. Resiliency training does just that. It is what our First Nations ancestors taught.
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In our little green book, Reclaiming Youth at Risk, Larry Brendtro, Stave Van Bockern and I
use what we call, “The Circle of Courage,” to summarize the teachings of our First Nations ancestors
and to talk about resiliency, to use the psychologist’s term. Remember that these teachings must
always be experienced. It is not enough to know them and to talk about them; a person must
experience them if they are going to be learned. There are only four kinds of experiences that make a
spirit strong.
Belonging
God placed deep within every person the desire to know how important he or she is. This sense
of importance is learned by the experience of belonging. This is a universal need already based in
every child born into the world. We do not have to teach the need to any child, we only need to provide
the experience of belonging to fulfill the need to be significant.
In First Nations philosophies we speak often about being relatives to all things, and this is our
experience of belonging. In Lakota life and ceremonies our most repeated prayer is, Mitakuye owas’in,
all of you are my relatives. Our relatives include all persons, plants and animals, and all of God’s
creation. We are related and belong to one another. Our youth learn this only by how we treat them.
We may say a child or adult is important to us, but if we leave that teaching in words we are speaking
only to their mind. To get this teaching into their heart and spirit, we must treat them as though they
belong no matter what other conditions might seem influential. Families must constantly show the
children that they are more important than all things, all other activities, and more important than all
behavior. Belonging is what matters the most.
I was once invited to sit with a 39-year-old man who was extremely ill. His blood would no
longer clot because his liver was damaged by his addiction. He was bleeding internally and would die.
He had many spiritual problems and asked for me to come. I sat on one side of his bed and his wife on
the other. Three of his friends sat at the foot of his bed. Occasionally he would squeeze his wife’s hand
and say he loved her and she would say the same to him. He would squeeze my hand and say he was
glad I was there. We sat with him for almost 24 hours until he died. At no time did he ask about his
work or about how much money he had. He was at that point in his life where he recognized that the
only thing that mattered in life was relationships- belonging.
Many First Nations youth are living with parents and adults who are too busy to just talk to
them and spend time with them. They will not know belonging in their hearts if we adults do not give
them time and attention. At the end of our lives we will never regret spending all the time we could
with the people we love. That is how we experience belonging and how they will learn it - by
spending time together and by giving them all our attention. Remember how our grandparents used to
go “visiting” just to spend time together? Remember how our grandparents observed all the events of
life (births, illnesses, deaths) by being with other family and relatives? They knew in their hearts that
belonging was what kept everyone strong and they knew it was the key to surviving, no matter what
came along in life.
Belonging has to be the first and most constant experience in life if we are to be resilient. We
only need to look at our cultural traditions to see how important belonging has always been to us as a
people. Look at what you are doing now to see how much of it creates a belonging experience for
others. What else can you do create more belonging experiences?
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Mastery
In order to be strong in spirit, a person must have an experience of what she or he is capable of
doing, the sense that we call competency. Just as the need for belonging is in every human being from
birth, so is the need to be accomplished and capable. Mastery is the experience of discovering what
you can do.
Successful societies help young people discover their abilities by putting success in front of
them but with just enough distance that they must reach for it. Newborns begin to master the adults
around them so their needs are met. They use crying, reaching, and smiling to interact with adults.
Later they move in physical space to explore and manage that environment. When adults understand
the importance of fulfilling the need to be competent, adults support success experiences for children
and youth.
Most young people have motivation, skills, and interests to be successful in a variety of
activities. Youth in impoverished urban environments or on reserves and reservations often exhibit a
learned passivity common to the poor. This is the opposite of traditional First Nations and Native
American cultures in which you are always treated with respect and are considered valuable allies in
keeping the community functioning. At Lakota events even today, elders and adults decide what must
be done next and usually youth and young adults are directed in what to do. This allows the youth to
experience success, knowing that the family and community have relied on his or her energy and
ability for the activity to happen, whether it is a wake and funeral, or hosting a church gathering. Being
successful is a quality within every First Nations and Native American young person.
We know that the institutions of school, work, or government as introduced into First Nations
may discourage our youth in significant ways. I think of this whenever I see First Nations students
who do not want to learn or to be in school. I see a young person who has been distorted into refusing
to be a success. The medicine for that young person is to experience success. Adults can make a
mistake in trying to force a youth to try something they cannot do when helping them do what they can
succeed at would be life enhancing and transforming.
Mastery is discovering what one can do. A person who is already convinced that
accomplishment is within reach can easily accomplish this. In other situations those in charge may
have to find mastery by the back door.
What I refer to is the ability to find another location where a person can be successful. I once
watched my father speak to a boy in our language whom the school had thought was not very bright. In
our language the boy was not only articulate but was also highly accomplished in his knowledge of
animal life, such as a hunter would need to know. My father found where this youth was a success and
did not insist that he be successful in one specific location. This is mastery by the back door.
Still another way to find success is to identify what might be considered a negative as the
success it could truly be. On my reservation, small town basketball is huge. One year the reservation
high school was all the way to the final game of the state basketball championship. When twenty
seconds was left on the clock and it was clear the team would lose the game no matter what they did,
the coach called a time out and simply told the boys to, “Show them what kind of people you are.” The
boys played hard and still lost the game. They took their second place trophy and shook hands with
their opponents to congratulate them and their coach on a good game and they left the floor pounding
one another on the back for a good game. They lost the game point-wise. They lost with dignity and
good sportsmanship and so, made the loss an accomplishment. You do not have to win in order to
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experience your mastery. Sometimes just getting through something is still an accomplishment. To
have a strong soul, every person must experience his or her own mastery. What are you doing now that
helps others experience their mastery? What else can you add to create mastery experiences for
others?
Independence
The third category of experiences that create a strong soul are those of empowerment, of power
on the inside. We are not interested in power on the outside since that can become dominance. A
strong and resilient heart results from knowing one is strong on the inside.
The real task for adults is not to control and manage young people. The real task is for adults to
empower youth so they can manage their own lives. In the traditions of our cultures, our ancestors
used spiritual ceremonies to make youth strong in spirit. They then gave young people meaningful
tasks that allowed them to feel and know from experience that they were powerful and needed by the
community. This is the task of all those in charge, to appropriately empower young people so they
don’t need us anymore.
True discipline is a process of empowerment and never makes use of punishment. Our
ancestors learned that punishment was successful only temporarily and only as long as an authority
was watching. Our people needed people who could correct mistakes and survive. When a mistake
was made, the person was spoken to and given an opportunity to do better. On the north coast of BC a
cleansing feast allowed for just that. By making use of isolation, community strength, and the power
of ceremony, serious transgressions were corrected so reconciliation could occur.
Traditional First Nations treat children and youth with respect so they are spoken to earnestly,
invited to self-critique and self -improve. They are gently urged to make vows and changes to improve
their lives and make them more valuable to the community which needs them. All accomplishments
are acknowledged and honoured with ceremony so the youth never forgot their value to the community
and its survival.
The belonging that was the legacy of every First Nations child enhanced this power on the
inside. In the circle of belonging, every person is powerful. Only in the coldness of the impersonal
life can one be disempowered, an experience all too common today. This can be corrected by the
experiences of belonging and empowerment.
I visited a school for First Nations children who are behaviourally disordered. This therapeutic
environment seeks ways to improve the lives and behaviour of the young people. One young girl was
resistant and uncontrolled in her daily behaviour. Her “family,” the other students, with whom she
lived and worked, designated her the keeper of the group’s prayer pipe. She was instructed on the
basics of how she was to behave and what she was to do to bring that pipe to the group. Instantly her
demeanor and actions changed. The group said she had only the very best reports after that time. Her
peers honoured her and trusted her with what was most precious to her. That empowerment gave her
the tools she needed to move her life and self in a positive direction.
Using independence as a tool of empowerment, what are you doing now to empower others?
What can you add to create more independence by responsibility?
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Generosity
The fourth and final category of resilience learning is the experience of one’s own generosity.
Every First Nation values a generous person. Most nations teach that no one is generous in spirit until
he or she learns to be generous with things. The giving of gifts for any occasion is a trait common to
all First Nations. When any person experiences his or her own generosity, then they are reassured of
their own goodness. As with all these universal needs, they are evident in us from our first days in life.
Newborns hear another baby crying and they join the crying baby as a way to help let the adults know
there is a problem. That is generosity. When any of us hear of a tragedy in a family down the road we
grab food, money, and a blanket and we go down there. The normal human response to tragedy is
generosity. If we want to be spiritually resilient, we must give of ourselves. This giving cannot be
superficial. Real generosity has to be costly if it is real.
Being self-serving does not create a strong spirit nor does looking after only our own needs. It
is service to others that creates inner strength - exactly the need when one has been through a crisis.
Psychologists know this. Abraham Maslow’s hierarchy of needs does not end with self-actualization.
Maslow meant to say more but died before his publication said what he intended: that after becoming
one’s true self, the only higher need was the need for altruism - for generosity. People in recovery
programs know that if you manage to get all the way to step 11, then that progress in sustained only by
doing 12th step work, going out to give away the quality they had to work so hard to make a part of
their own lives.
If we want First Nations youth and adults to be strong in spirit they must experience the
goodness they carry in themselves in the actions of generosity. Generosity has power in it not because
of the object that is given or a service that is provided. The gift item only conveys a large, multidimensional dynamic of meaning. The power of real generosity far exceeds the meaning of the object
or the caring action. Broken people are healed when they give of themselves in an action in which
they find the innate goodness that each person already carries, being as we are made in the image and
likeness of a generous God. Here again the question is what are you doing now so others experience
their own generosity? What can you add to create more experiences of one’s own generosity?
Resiliency Thinking
There is a large wound in the thinking of many adults who think the best course of action, when
things are wrong, is to identify what is wrong and then decide what to do to correct the problem. This
is actually a dynamic that comes out of dysfunction. In a dysfunctional environment, people are hyperalert to what is wrong. Children from dysfunctional families are particularly skilled at sensing what is
wrong since this was necessary for survival in their families.
Healthy people know that the best use of time and energy is to focus on the positive, on the way
things ought to be, on how people are meant to be. Jesus did not diagnose every person who came to
him. He saw them but talked about the kingdom of God, which was coming soon. He spoke to them
about how God wanted them to be and then he healed them. It is no accident that the book of
Revelation ends with a grand vision of what will be when all things are as God intended.
In a similar way, people who understand resiliency are always confident that we can create
resiliency. Research shows us we can create resiliency in any person if we know what we are doing.
These themes, which we call, “The Circle of Courage,” contain the wisdom of our First Nations
ancestors who knew how to create communities that survive. We are those communities and those
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people. After all that has happened over these centuries, after all that we have suffered, we are still
here and that is resiliency. We have survived wars, residential schools, racism, and disease. We are a
resilient people because our ancestors showed us how to experience belonging, mastery, independence,
and generosity. These are the experiences that are the medicine for suicide, intergenerational trauma,
and any other trial in life. Of course we are limping and wounded, but we are here because our First
Nations ancestors knew what we needed to survive because God had shown it to them. No wonder we
say, “With God, all things are possible” (Matthew 19:26). We can use The Circle of Courage as our
medicine today to help us in every circumstance.

The Rev. Dr. Martin Brokenleg, OSBCn is Sicangu Lakota, a retired professor of theology, and a
honourary assistant at Christ Church Cathedral, Victoria, BC.
His book, Reclaiming Youth at Risk, is available at www.reclaiming.com
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STORIES
and
REFLECTIONS
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The following stories and reflections were shared by individuals whose desire it is to share with them
the experience and impact of suicide in their lives. Some stories are identified. Others preferred to
remain anonymous.
We had a wonderful few days with friends discussing some ways to help the clergy dealing
with suicide in our Land. I especially of our Native clergy who so many times stand at the grave side
burying our young people. One of the questions we asked, “What do we say when someone’s response
to suicide is that they are in a better place?” Yes, we do believe there is a special place for us. So
many times our elders say, “Be good. Treat people with love so when you leave this world we will still
see our loved ones who live in that special place.” What they mean is that we die naturally when we
are old or maybe even times when there is an illness or accident.
There have been times that I have been doing so many funerals due to suicide that I go into my
thoughts and ask myself what I can do to help. I once thought about Judas because he hung himself
because he had so much remorse. I also think about the words in the Lord’s Prayer – thy will be done
on Earth – so why do we want to leave this earth when scriptures tell us thy will be done on earth as it
is in heaven? This earth, which God chose to put us on, is just as good as heaven. I think heaven is
beyond our thoughts and we can’t imagine a heavenly place. I don’t think we really understand what
God is so God put us on earth so we would understand better.
The Rev. Canon Anna Frank

I'm 28. I'm a woman. I'm Athabaskan. I'm from Alaska. I'm from Minto. I grew up in
Fairbanks. I am educated. I work in politics. I'm liberal. I'm always interested in what you have to say unless what you are saying has been said so much that the argument is a dead horse and you're beating
it (i.e. abortion or global warming). From an outside perspective I look like your standard yuppie young urban professional. I hike, try new foods, travel, listen to podcasts, keep up with the news, etc...
A few weeks ago - Shrove Tuesday - Fat Tuesday - the day before lent started, I went to a yoga
class. I had thrown my back out about a month prior and I wanted to strengthen it. In the very back of
my mind was thoughts of what I should give up, what I should challenge myself with. For as far back
as I can remember Lent was my favorite time of year. A time I challenged myself to grow closer and
stronger in my faith. I had given things up - coffee (the worst thing I've given up), cigarettes (I was not
much of a smoker to begin with), alcohol (I'll address this later), sugar... all the usual’s. But the last
few years I've challenged myself to things - working out more, praying more, staying positive, etc... So
there I was in this yoga class - for my back- bending and twisting and rolling around a yoga mat trying
to keep up with these four stereotypical white ladies. They were probably my age or older, worked full
time, educated, married, raising kids flawlessly going through the yoga poses.
In a previous time I would be angered by this situation. Annoyed with these “perfect women,”
ashamed of my body, ashamed of my presence, ashamed of my heavy breathing, ashamed of my short
chubby legs. But I wasn't. I laughed at myself while simultaneously trying to “breathe deeply and stay
in the moment” as the instructor led us through these poses. When out of nowhere, while I was in
downward dog (or whatever pose) some memories burst through a wall I had clearly built to protect
myself. Protect myself from my own past. Protect myself from that hurt and pain. I was shaken. I had
now gone from laughing at my yuppie self, to fighting back tears. I couldn't stop these memories from
rolling around the very front of my thoughts. As soon as the class was over I packed up and LEFT.
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Usually I reward my lazy ass for going to the gym by sitting in the steam room and then sauna. My
grandma taught me the art of steaming from childhood. We steamed at the athletic club, we steamed at
fish camp. I even remember her steaming at the old village. She would tell me how the Eskimos
steamed - she would tell me it was good to sweat out the toxins. And it is. And I appreciate that more
than any other reward for going to the gym. Despite the emotions yoga drew out of me that night, I was
still laughing at (and I'm quoting what I posted on Instagram the next day) the fact that "I went to yoga
last night and it changed my life"
I can't say for sure if it changed my life, but I was energized, and afraid, and excited, and ready
to tell my story.
A few weeks prior to this (between the time I injured my back but before the yoga moment) I
received a text from an Episcopal Priest I knew from a while back. It has been years since I have done
any work with my church and I kind of rolled my eyes at my grandma, who is also a priest, for
dragging me back into it. My grandma had traveled to a weekend retreat with other members of the
Episcopal Church to meet and discuss approaches to solutions for suicide within indigenous
communities (I think). When I received the text asking to share my story, I didn’t feel ready to do so.
And it didn’t occur to me until that night in yoga that my story was much more than my ex killing
himself. It was what lead me to that time in my life. What led me to moving to rural Alaska? What led
me to that abusive relationship? What led me to those memories I buried deep. What led me to
building those walls to protect myself – from myself?
Amanda Frank
Posted on Facebook and used with permission
As a lay reader, I often accompany Rev. Cliff Dee to the homes for prayer / service when a
community member passes away. Family and friends are notified by phone. Community members,
family and friends support the grieving family by helping keep the homes clean, meal preparation, and
sometimes finding lodging for the relatives who come in from other communities.
The Waswanipi First Nation Band Office also provides emergency monetary support for
expenses that may be incurred for meals/travel/Feast.
When requested, there are members in the community that can provide Traditional Healing for
support or Ceremonies.
Our Suicide Prevention Team has members participating from different entities in the
community. Members are updated from time to time, as their work schedule/responsibilities change or
they move to other communities for work or educational leave. As members we are often called upon
to attend conferences and bring information back to the community. We also try to be available to
participate in community “Awareness Week(s)” to do presentations or workshops.
In conclusion, it is by a collective effort and participation that we can show our support. The
journey to healing is always in small steps for those who are grieving. As members of the Suicide
Prevention Team, our best tools are the willingness to support families, learning other methods to
provide that support, and finding ways for the continuity of the Program.
Miigwetch
Irene Otter
Waswanipi, Diocese of Moosonee, Quebec
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I have found there are many circumstances that lead our children/young adults to attempt to
commit suicide; it is very a very personal as well as emotional subject which leads many to ignore and
pretend that it does not exist. Unfortunately, it is a something that needs to be talked about and
addressed directly with each family that experiences a family member who is suicidal or has suicidal
thoughts. One way this can be handled is by just calling, or giving some support to that family; I know
this is very personal and many do not want to admit that they have suicidal thoughts which makes
these issues hard to address amongst any family/community.
I am a parent of 4 daughters and I have raised a niece; 3 of my daughters have had suicidal
thoughts and 1 of them actually succeeded but was brought back just in time to save her. We as a
family still discuss their feelings and at times my daughter will start feeling depressed; I continually let
them know how much I love them verbally and by action.
What started my daughter’s suicidal thoughts and what actually lead to this point had to do with
losing their father first in our separation then in his death/murder by some white men a year later when
they were teenagers. We were all grieving those losses which lead them to become depressed and not
care much about anything. They started drinking alcohol which only makes a depressed person feel
more depressed; I know they were using drugs years later. I did get my oldest daughter on medication
which helped her but eventually she stopped taking them because she said it was the white man’s way.
I know there wasn’t much support in Church due to the way the bible/church portrays how it is
a sin to take your own life and you will not go to heaven if you commit suicide. So this made it an
issue that was not addressed directly with anyone who dealt with these issues; they were prayed for but
there was not anyone or any type of support group that you could talk to or feel open to discuss
suicidal thoughts/experiences.
Even within families this is not talked about because again it is a very personal/emotional
subject; I know it would benefit someone who is or has experienced these thoughts to talk with
someone that will take the time to spend with them and listen without it being in a professional setting.
Also, no one wants to go talk to a psychiatrist, etc.; then be looked upon as someone that is crazy. I
would like to add that as a parent I can talk on and on to my daughters but it is when someone other
than me that really makes an impact and they will listen more to others.
By talking about ones feelings about suicide helps one move forward in life by not addressing
these feelings they seem to stay in those thoughts and behaviors. Time does heal all wounds along
with much prayer and support in all ways possible.
Janelle Fasthorse Hummingbird, Lakota
is a Medicine Carrier for First Women, Gather Around the Fire
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The following sections were contributed through interviews and have been categorized by an ad hoc
committee of Indigenous Ministry in the Anglican Church in Canada.
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Introduction to these contributions
At General Synod in Halifax, 2010, Bishop Lydia Mamakwa and I took breakfast together and
talked about the emerging Suicide Prevention Project (situated with Council of the North, later
Indigenous Ministries). Bishop Lydia spoke about the deep need of clergy for resources to draw on as
they ministered to individuals and families surviving the suicide(s) of family, friends and members of
the wider community. Yes, prevention resources are essential. But we need pastoral care resources,
too, Bishop Lydia stressed. This call had been made also by Bishop Andrew Atagotaaluk earlier in the
year in Yellowknife, and was echoed by other Indigenous community leaders, lay and ordained in
many places.
The wisdom and experience to respond to this need, as to so many other needs, is out there
among you, the Indigenous peoples and inside the scriptures. My task was to gather what I could at
this time. The women and men, elders and youth who shared with me their stories of shock, denial,
anger, guilt, shame, depression and other faces of grief, also allowed me to hear their stories of slow,
life-long healing.
Paul reminded the Hebrews (3.1), that we are “brothers and sisters, holy partners in a heavenly
calling.” I give great thanks to the many sisters and brothers, named and unnamed, who have so
generously shared from the deepest parts of your hearts, your lives and your faith by participating in
the “heavenly calling” of compiling the following reflections. You spoke out of your pain and out of
your abiding faith. You are truly “holy partners”. All stories presented here are with the permission
of those who told them. The resources also appear with permission.
The scriptural readings, hymns, reflections and testimonies offered are for your prayerful
consideration and use as you minister at times of suicide and afterwards. The words, ancient and
current, come from the places of grief, of healing and of moving forward.

Stories of Grief
As clergy or lay church leaders, we are often the first to be with a family following a suicide.
We often are the ones who bear the tragic news. What can we do? If our presence is wanted, make tea,
pray, make more tea, offer more prayers. Sometimes our shoulders or arms are needed. Sometimes
we are called on to receive anger meant for God. When we leave we try to ensure no one is alone
without support. When the time is right, in funeral planning, at a funeral and/or in the days and weeks
after a funeral, we can share scriptures on grief. Copies can be made of these scriptures so that they
can be read privately by family members, as well as used in public worship.
‘Look and see if there is any sorrow like my sorrow…’
Lamentations 1: 12a ( NRSV)
12

Is it nothing to you, all you who pass by?
Look and see
if there is any sorrow like my sorrow,
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Lamentations 2: 10-19 (NRSV)
10

The elders of daughter Zion
sit on the ground in silence;
they have thrown dust on their heads
and put on sackcloth;
the young girls of Jerusalem
have bowed their heads to the ground.
11

My eyes are spent with weeping;
my stomach churns;
my bile is poured out on the ground
because of the destruction of my people,
because infants and babes faint
in the streets of the city.
12

They cry to their mothers,
“Where is bread and wine?”
as they faint like the wounded
in the streets of the city,
as their life is poured out
on their mothers’ bosom.
13

What can I say for you, to what compare you,
O daughter Jerusalem?
To what can I liken you, that I may comfort you,
O virgin daughter Zion?
For vast as the sea is your ruin;
who can heal you?
14

Your prophets have seen for you
false and deceptive visions;
they have not exposed your iniquity
to restore your fortunes,
but have seen oracles for you
that are false and misleading.
15

All who pass along the way
clap their hands at you;
they hiss and wag their heads
at daughter Jerusalem;
“Is this the city that was called
the perfection of beauty,
the joy of all the earth?”
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16

All your enemies
open their mouths against you;
they hiss, they gnash their teeth,
they cry: “We have devoured her!
Ah, this is the day we longed for;
at last we have seen it!”
17

The LORD has done what he purposed,
he has carried out his threat;
as he ordained long ago,
he has demolished without pity;
he has made the enemy rejoice over you,
and exalted the might of your foes.
18

Cry aloud to the Lord!
O wall of daughter Zion!
Let tears stream down like a torrent
day and night!
Give yourself no rest,
your eyes no respite!
19

Arise, cry out in the night,
at the beginning of the watches!
Pour out your heart like water
before the presence of the Lord!
Lift your hands to him
for the lives of your children,
who faint for hunger
at the head of every street.
Lamentations 3:16-20 (NRSV)
16

He has made my teeth grind on gravel,
and made me cower in ashes;
17
my soul is bereft of peace;
I have forgotten what happiness is;
18
so I say, “Gone is my glory,
and all that I had hoped for from the LORD.”
19

The thought of my affliction and my homelessness
is wormwood and gall!
20
My soul continually thinks of it
and is bowed down within me.
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Lamentations 3: 49-51 (NRSV)
49

My eyes will flow without ceasing,
without respite,
50
until the LORD from heaven
looks down and sees.
51
My eyes cause me grief
at the fate of all the young women in my city.
This is the deep river of the soul. I have never seen grief like the grief of a parent who has lost a child
to suicide. I have never seen a grief that deep.
Grieving has no time frame. The world has turned upside down. Time has stopped.
When you’re in grief, you often can’t move. You’re in shock and denial. It’s as though we’re in a
chair all the time. We can’t move. We’re pitiful. We can’t do anything about the life that is gone. We
are blind in our grief. We say, “I can’t see anything. I’m in so much pain.” The Cree word for
“seeing” means the sky, wide spaces. But we can’t see any of that.
Bill Constant, Mb.
***
We have to tell the story of the loss.
We have to tell the story of the grieving.
Again and again. We have to tell the story.
Anonymous mother
***
My grandmother said, “When a baby is born, the baby cries and we laugh with joy. When our baby,
our child, takes her life, perhaps she is happy, but we cry and cry.
Anonymous elder
***
Suicide does not take away the pain. It gives it to someone else.
Anonymous youth
Dialogue for Life Conference: First Nations
and Inuit and Association.
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Psalm 130:1-6 (NRSV)
1

Out of the depths I cry to you, O LORD.
Lord, hear my voice!
Let your ears be attentive
to the voice of my supplications!
2

3

If you, O LORD, should mark iniquities,
Lord, who could stand?
4
But there is forgiveness with you,
so that you may be revered.
5

I wait for the LORD, my soul waits,
and in his word I hope;
6
my soul waits for the Lord
more than those who watch for the morning,
more than those who watch for the morning.
Psalm 142:1-5 (NRSV)
1

With my voice I cry to the LORD;
with my voice I make supplication to the LORD.
2
I pour out my complaint before him;
I tell my trouble before him.
3
When my spirit is faint,
you know my way.
In the path where I walk
they have hidden a trap for me.
4
Look on my right hand and see—
there is no one who takes notice of me;
no refuge remains to me;
no one cares for me.
5

I cry to you, O LORD;
I say, “You are my refuge,
my portion in the land of the living.”

Psalm 143:1-11 (NRSV)
1

Hear my prayer, O LORD;
give ear to my supplications in your faithfulness;
answer me in your righteousness.
2
Do not enter into judgment with your servant,
for no one living is righteous before you.
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3

For the enemy has pursued me,
crushing my life to the ground,
making me sit in darkness like those long dead.
4
Therefore my spirit faints within me;
my heart within me is appalled.
I remember the days of old,
I think about all your deeds,
I meditate on the works of your hands.
6
I stretch out my hands to you;
my soul thirsts for you like a parched land.
7

Answer me quickly, O LORD;
my spirit fails.
Do not hide your face from me,
or I shall be like those who go down to the Pit.
8
Let me hear of your steadfast love in the morning,
for in you I put my trust.
Teach me the way I should go,
for to you I lift up my soul.
9

Save me, O LORD, from my enemies;
I have fled to you for refuge.
10
Teach me to do your will,
for you are my God.
Let your good spirit lead me
on a level path.
11

For your name’s sake, O LORD, preserve my life.
In your righteousness bring me out of trouble.

Some people know about the Elizabeth Kubler-Ross writings on the Stages of Grief: shock, denial,
guilt, sadness, anger and acceptance. But suicide is beyond this. Suicide is different. And the
ceremonies, the rituals, the tools have to recognize this.
This is what I call “survivors’ affirmation”: We (family, community) have permission to grieve
deeply for a full season; one year. We make a feast for our loved one four times in that year. We take
a plate, put food on it and put it aside. We make a fire. We place the plate beside the fire, part of the
circle where we are all sitting. I wrote a letter to the loved one I had lost. Then I put it in the fire. The
first letter was really angry. By the fourth feast and the fourth letter I was no longer angry. I said, “I
miss you. I wish you were here. Wherever you are, I hope it is good over there.”
Bill Constant, Mb.
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Stories of Healing
Isaiah 61:1-3 (NRSV)
1

The spirit of the Lord GOD is upon me,
because the LORD has anointed me;
he has sent me to bring good news to the oppressed,
to bind up the brokenhearted,
to proclaim liberty to the captives,
and release to the prisoners;
2
to proclaim the year of the LORD’s favor,
and the day of vengeance of our God;
to comfort all who mourn;
3
to provide for those who mourn in Zion—
to give them a garland instead of ashes,
the oil of gladness instead of mourning,
the mantle of praise instead of a faint spirit.
They will be called oaks of righteousness,
the planting of the LORD, to display his glory.
Lamentations 3:21-29, 31-33, 54-58 (NRSV)
21

But this I call to mind,
and therefore I have hope:

22

The steadfast love of the LORD never ceases,
his mercies never come to an end;
23
they are new every morning;
great is your faithfulness.
24
“The LORD is my portion,” says my soul,
“therefore I will hope in him.”
25

The LORD is good to those who wait for him,
to the soul that seeks him.
26
It is good that one should wait quietly
for the salvation of the LORD.
27
It is good for one to bear
the yoke in youth,
28
to sit alone in silence
when the Lord has imposed it,
29
to put one’s mouth to the dust
(there may yet be hope),

25

31

For the Lord will not
reject forever.
32
Although he causes grief, he will have compassion
according to the abundance of his steadfast love;
33
for he does not willingly afflict
or grieve anyone.
54
water closed over my head;
I said, “I am lost.”
55
I called on your name, O LORD,
from the depths of the pit;
56
you heard my plea, “Do not close your ear
to my cry for help, but give me relief!”
57
You came near when I called on you;
you said, “Do not fear!”
58
You have taken up my cause, O Lord,
you have redeemed my life.
My first funeral, I wanted to run out the back door. But, there was no back door. I prayed silently,
“Lord, let them see you, not me. Lord, let them hear you, not me. Lord, let them feel you, not me.
The Rev. Nancy Bruyere
The church is the inn and the infirmary for those who are sick and in need of being made well.
Martin Luther
***
What do we mean by ‘healing’ when people are living through and beyond the death by suicide
of someone close to them? Too often, the losses to suicide are multiple. Is healing possible?
The pain that feels crazy-making has to be validated. To feel ‘not normal’ in patterns of sleep,
eating, activity, ability to be with people is a normal response to the abnormal situation of devastating
loss, with layers of other complicated feelings.
Those who survive the suicide of someone close are themselves at greater risk of suicide than
before the death. Those close to survivors and ministering to them need to remember this and to work
with others in the community to provide support.
This is especially difficult when we ourselves are the survivors, those in grief, those in need of
healing. In our small communities, this is not rare. We bury our family members. We try to minister
to ourselves.
Rev. Nancy Bruyere shared that as priests, she and her husband, Richard, often don’t have time
to grieve. ‘On the first-year anniversary of my nephew’s death by suicide, my uncle died. We can
sometimes get sick like this.’
As Dorothy Russell-Patterson says, ‘You don’t ever get over it. You learn to live with it. You
learn to live with a ‘new normal’.
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There are healthy ways to cope with the new normal; healthy for spirit, heart, body and mind.
Strength and renewal are slowly found in connecting with the land, with the family, the community,
the culture and language.
The paths of praying, walking and talking are named by many people as central to their healing,
to learning to live with the ‘new normal’. Creating safe places and times to pray, to walk and to talk,
and acknowledging the essential and sacred nature of these activities are important actions of pastoral
care in situations of suicide.
Rev. Bruyere says that for her a prayer circle which is also a sharing circle, is what allowed her
to cope with the loss of her cousin. ‘We pray and pray and pray in our circle. And we share.’
Psalm 30: 5a, 11-12 (NRSV)
Weeping may linger for the night,
but joy comes with the morning.
11

You have turned my mourning into dancing;
you have taken off my sackcloth
and clothed me with joy,
12
so that my soul may praise you and not be silent.
O LORD my God, I will give thanks to you forever.
Following are other ways in which people seek healing for themselves and/or those about them.
***
What do I do? I go to see the elders. I walk into the country. I walk and I walk.
Anonymous father
***
I made myself go back to work. I had to move. I had to use my hands and my arms, my legs and feet,
and my mind. Moving reminded me I was alive. I began to talk to my wife, at her persistence. I
didn’t want to talk. But I had to.
Anonymous cousin
***
Whenever we speak about a person we have lost, I prepare a chair and include it in the circle. I put on
it a special blanket or perhaps a feather or some sweet-grass.
***
I use four chairs in grief work with others: one for the grief, one for work (what work you do, your
place of work) one for you as a parent, one to represent your children. I ask the person to sit where
he/she “is”. Then we talk about the place he/she has to move from, then the places he/she has to move
to.
Bill Constant, Mb.
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Genesis 28:16 (NRSV)
16

Then Jacob woke from his sleep and said, “Surely the LORD is in this place—and I did not know it!”
***

I never played a drum before. I am a Christian. But I made a drum in a workshop and I tried it out in
different ways. Tried out the sounds. I even tried it on my head! And I sang a song with a friend also
at the workshop, inviting the Holy Spirit to be present. This helped me.
Anonymous woman, Nunavik
***
Our Creator protects us by letting out our grief not all at once, but in stages. The cup is full. Slowly it
goes down. We think it is getting pretty low. Then at Christmas or a birthday, it fills up again. We’re
surprised and pained. We need to pray then, if we pray in that way, or to make an offering of tobacco
if that is what we do.
Anonymous elder
***
Speaking about it (suicide) is hard. It is hard to give ourselves permission to speak. Why do we not
speak? We need to know when to ask about suicide. To ask, ‘Are you o.k.?’
Rev. Nancy Bruyere, Sagkeeng, Mb.
I lost two of my grandchildren to suicide. We need to speak about this. We cannot keep silent.
Deacon and elder
Kingfisher Lake, On.
***
What did I need to get started on recovery from my loss? I needed to let everything out. I needed to
talk, to express my feelings. I need to throw things. You have to stay with people you’re close too.
And you need faith. And forgiveness. That’s a hard one. But it is the key to healing for a survivor
suicide. Forgiveness of self, forgiveness of others, forgiveness of the person who took his or her life.
As Christians, we should be able to help with that.
Anonymous son / brother
***
The mountain of grief is in the middle of the family and often in the middle of the community. I’m all
alone feeling my grief on this side of the mountain. My relatives are also alone around on the other
side of the mountain. People in grief suffer in silence. They are in the same room, the same family,
but they do not know how to express it. How do we move the mountain? Stay with your tradition,
whatever it is. Have dinners together. Make a meal. Do it regularly. If you don’t do this, your family
will go further apart.
Anonymous
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We offer a Suicide Bereavement Support group. Survivors are left with a profound sense of loss,
regret, and sometimes a deep sense of guilt, as well as shame.
Our group provides an opportunity for survivors to connect with other survivors and talk openly about
suicide, with people who really understand what you are going through.
An important part of the healing process is the opportunity to share and express your grief with the
other survivors. The group is facilitated by others who have also lost loved ones to suicide.
Brightening the Spirit – Breaking the Silence:
A Suicide Awareness Initiative
Ohsweken, On.
2 Esdras 14:8
8

Lay up in your heart the signs that I have shown you, the dreams that you have seen, and the
interpretations that you have heard;
Dreaming and eating together are recurring themes in the scriptures, in the dreams recalled by many of
those who have survived the loss of someone by suicide, and in healing ceremonies. These most
elemental activities, dreaming and eating, echo prophecies from the Hebrew Scriptures, wisdom,
comfort and strength from the Psalms and from the New Testament the meal of the Holy Eucharist in
the Upper Room and the lake-side fish fry with the Risen Christ.
***
My son died by suicide. He was young. I dreamed about him a lot. One of those dreams made me
feel better. We fished a lot, my son and me. In my dream I see him at his friend’s house, on the
gallery. His friend comes to the door when I knock. Oh, it’s you. Yes, it’s me. Come on in and have
something to eat. You eat here? Yes. So I went in and I saw my son and I ate with him and his
friends. I was glad to be with them.
Raoul Quitish, Atikamekw Nation, QC
(translated from the French)
***
I lost my 15 year old son only a few months ago. This was not a suicide. He was hit by a truck. I
dream often about my son. I dreamed about him again since just since being here at this healing
conference. My son loved fishing. We fished together. He liked the way I cooked fish and he’d
always ask me, “Dad, cook up some fish for me and my friends. And I would. In my most recent
dream of my son, he asks me to cook fish for him and for his friends, just like I used to do. I felt good
when I woke from that dream.
Timothy Pien, Naskapi Nation, QC
***
I had a friend who died and after his death I dreamed the same dream three times. My friend was
coming to find me, saying he didn’t mean to do it. I went to talk to an elder about my dream. He said,
“Your friend is asking for your help. Take food and tobacco, leave them on the west side of a tree, an
area where dogs do not go.” I did what the elder told me and I did not dream that dream any more.
Bill Constant, Mb.
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I had a good friend who was a cook at a rez jail. He was “the church” to a lot of people, a “deacon” in
his unacknowledged ministry. He was a man of very, very few words. But he fed people, as a
volunteer, in all sorts of situations and places. When he died suddenly of a heart attack, the funeral
was huge and many people told the stories of how he had touched their lives through his ministry of
feeding, of nurturing people. He used to say, “Until we eat again,” instead of, “until we meet again.”
Bishop Mark MacDonald
***
When there’s a death we have a ten-day feast. We believe that the spirit of the dead person is visiting
for 10 days. Someone who knows will come in and burn tobacco. There will be prayers, ceremonies.
Talking. Eating together. In another room the spirit of the dead person will be combed out of their
wife’s hair or their husband’s hair. If it’s a woman, her sister will comb out her hair. Or a brother if
it’s a man. This is to help the spirit go on its way.
Lois Porter, Elder
Longhouse, Oshweken, On.
***
We hold an annual dinner called ‘Remembering Our Loved Ones.’ This dinner is well attended. We
put a lot into making each table beautiful and we provide small gifts and good food. These dinners are
held in December. This is a hard time for a lot of people. We have Christian and Traditional prayers
before we eat. A few invited speakers offer short remarks. Then people can be with the others at their
table. They can tell their stories if they want. They do not have to. Many people have said ‘Thankyou for doing this, for giving us a place to remember with others who understand.’
Brightening the Spirit
Breaking the Silence Committee
Oshweken, On.
John 5:6 (NRSV)
6
When Jesus saw him lying there and knew that he had been there a long time, he said to him, “Do you
want to be made well?”

Becoming whole and moving forward
We cannot stay in that place (of deep grief). We feel helpless, but we can’t stay helpless. The
children need us. And they need us to be well for the next generation. Suddenly it becomes clear, the
importance of our culture and our traditions and our faith. Bill Constant, Mb.
***
When my brother died, my mother went to the doctor every week. He was nice and he would
say, “What is the problem?” One week my mother would say it was her head, another week her hip,
another week her heart. Finally, the doctor said, “Madame, what is making you sick?” Well, she
realized it was deeper than her head or her hip or her heart. Then she started going to the fire that we
make for the youth to talk. She started going just to listen. And later she could talk, too.
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What did I need to get started on recovery from my loss? I needed to let everything out. I
needed to talk, to express my feelings. I need to throw things. You have to stay with people you’re
close too. And you need faith. And forgiveness. That’s a hard one. But it is the key to healing for a
survivor suicide. Forgiveness of self, forgiveness of others, forgiveness of the person who took his or
her life. As Christians, we should be able to help with that.
Anonymous Son/Brother
***
You can’t grieve forever. When you keep grieving, you keep the spirit back. You’re
interfering. That’s not your realm. Heaven is not your realm now. Your realm is down here. You
have to stay until you use up all your gifts and do all your work. You need to hear that. People need to
tell you in a spiritual way, not being cross, but saying – Stop – or you’ll get sick.
I have worked with people who have lost their mothers or their children. If it’s in the family, it
hast to be stopped. You have to own it – or it will go on and on and on.
I think the way to break that is to burn tobacco and sage and to give thanks. Give thanks in the
morning and up until noon or dusk. No matter how hard things are and how bad you feel, give thanks.
Give thanks before you ask for anything. By the time you give thanks for everything you have, you
pretty well forget what you want. You feel, you know, lowly, because you see everything you have.
The first time the prayer and the burning should be done with someone so that the person is
taught what to say, what prayers to say to all the directions, north, south, east and west, and from the
bottom to the top, and to all relations.
You have to stick with that person. You have to stick with them until you feel them connected
to strength, when they go from pity and sorrow. You have to feel it.
People got to toughen up. This isn’t heaven here. People have to be strong.
Lois Porter, elder
Longhouse, Oshweken
***
Healing Community
I take young people into the bush. I used to work at a Healing Lodge. I would walk into the
bush with about 10 youth, plus other adults. We would stay for two weeks. I would take the bullies
and the bullied. Those who were being hurt and those who were hurting because they themselves were
hurt.
I would do genealogical exercises with them. They would figure out as they drew the lines and
talked about the lines that most of them were related. They would see that they were hurting their own
family. Through that we began the work of rebuilding family and rebuilding a community.
I recommend this to schools and other places where young people gather. With being
disconnected from their parents and from elders, a lot of the youth are forgetting their place, where
they fit in, that they are part of a big family and part of a community.
Anonymous elder
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Teachings have to start with the young. One of the things they have to know is you come with
gifts. The Creator gives us gifts. And you’re here until you have used up all those gifts and done
everything the Creator wants you to do with those gifts.
Teaching is an every day thing. You can’t just jump in there if they haven’t had any teaching.
I had a big family. They had a lot of eyes looking at them in the community. I liked that. One person
can’t do all the teaching. I believe that.
I’m a bossy matriarch. But I’ve got to be. I had six brothers and four sons. You’ve got to have
woman’s strength. That’s what I often see and I see it in so many places in the world. People are
mixed up, especially the men, when they don’t have woman’s strength around them
Lois Porter, elder
Longhouse, Oshweken
We started getting together in the summer. My sisters and brothers. Our kids. Our parents and our
grandparents. Everyone who was around. We spent time together. That was after we started healing
from residential school and from a lot of deaths and a lot of problems. When we’re together we fish.
We go berrying. We laugh a lot. We play music. We have a good time. We’re rebuilding our family
and we’re rebuilding our memories. We take that away with us.
Anonymous man,
James Bay region, QC

Rev. Nancy Bruyere tells about going with her mum, her sister and her niece to a place on the
Winnipeg River where for countless generations her mother’s people had harvested wild rice and how
that experience strengthened her.
Beside the river, we came to a rock that was shaped like a basin, smooth and round. My mum
said this rock had been worn into that shape by our people who had used it during the harvest of the
wild rice. It seemed familiar from when I was young. I think we used to go there. It was so special. I
felt so good standing there with different generations of women in my family, where the women of my
people had threshed the rice for many, many years. I thought about how long it would have taken to
wear down the stone into that shape, how many women had worked in this place where we stood. And
we are connected to all of them. That made me feel strong. I took pictures and I made a short video.
My mum has died, but we have the memory of that visit together with her. We can go again.
***
Prayer Walks or Healing Walks are held in some communities of the Diocese of Saskatchewan
and elsewhere. In these walks, often ecumenical, people move through the community, stopping to
pray at each house where someone has died by suicide. A walk may start and/or end at a church.
Some of these walks are annual. People whose houses are stopping points are asked ahead of time if
they are comfortable with this. In some cases, where a person has taken her/his life within the house,
the priest is asked to say prayers in the house and in the room where the death took place. This is
usually done as a particular service of prayer, not within a prayer walk. Sometimes it is for just the
family.
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People in Oshweken, On., determined to promote healing and health through a Suicide
Awareness Initiative. As their materials explain, ‘’Brightening the Spirit –Breaking the Silence is a
community based and community driven approach. The membership is made up of volunteers whose
mission is to reduce the stigma of suicide and offer hope for recovery through life promoting
strategies.’’ Volunteers formed a committee which works in partnership with a cross-section of Six
Nations organizations, bringing together experience, resources (both human and financial) and
contacts. Members work from the premise that suicide prevention and healing can only be successful
if the whole community is involved. A calendar of activities includes weekly bereavement support
meetings, monthly committee meetings, annual remembrance dinners, community workshops and
regularly promoting these issues in a variety of settings. Long-term plans are to share this model with
other First Nation communities struggling with suicide and promoting health.
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Suicide: A Theology of Hope
by
The Reverend Doctor Larry Norris
Introduction
Suicidal behavior is one of the most pernicious and devastating realities we face in the 21st
century. Ironically, even though suicide is a festering wound that infects the heart and soul of virtually
every culture and community and reaches across societies at every level, including our faith
communities, it is a taboo subject. If for no other reason than the sheer number of suicides, it is
incumbent that communities who are oriented toward a foundation of life based on hope and love have
a deep understanding of suicidal behavior. Rarely do we hear a sermon on the subject. Often we
languish at funeral and memorial services in discussing the reality of what has occurred. Often we
deny its impact on our lives and in our communities. We often lack a theology that provides hope in
the midst of one of the greatest tragedies that occurs in our communities.
We know the data, but often don't move beyond those horrific statistics. We just “drive on”
hoping for the best, but in fact lack a genuine theology of hope when suicide occurs. In many ways we
stay stuck as the same place identified by Jack Clemons in 1985. In an article he titled, “Suicide and
Christian Moral Judgment” (The Christian Century, May 8, 1985) he accuses pastors, bible scholars,
and ethicists for failing to develop a sound theology and practical application of suicidal behavior.
There are at least two reasons why we have failed to move to a clearer practical theology of
suicide:
First, suicidal behavior is an extremely complex behavior that involves physical,
emotional, and cultural and social dynamics. Simple answers that try to account for
suicidal behavior quickly become simplistic. The reality of suicide is so painful that
often the response is to retreat from taking time to understand the complexity of the
behavior. At times theological reflection about suicide lapses into poetic or
philosophical musing. This kind of dialogue becomes superficial and irrelevant in the
face of the reality that occurred. We like quick fixes. Suicidal behavior does not exist in
that paradigm.
Second, at times the church has abandoned a spiritually-based approach to dealing with
suicidal behavior. We have given much of the richness of our cultures, religious
traditions, and their inherent authority and wisdom, to other models that are medical,
psychiatric, and treatment-based. These models offer significant interventions but often
do not provide a key ingredient necessary for healing, namely hope. Hope emerges from
the wellspring of one's culture of spirituality. Without genuine faith, hope, and love,
wholeness cannot be achieved.
The Prevalence of Suicide
The high prevalence of suicide has led to a significant body of literature about prevention and
treatment of suicidal behavior. In spite of vast resources about the prevalence of suicide, at risk
indicators, and resources for treatment, suicidal behavior is epidemic in the broader culture, and
especially elevated in Native American communities, veterans, youth, and the elderly.
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The World Health Organization reports that over 800,000 people die from suicide worldwide
each year (http://www.who.int/mental_health/prevention/suicide/suicideprevent/en/ ). The cost in
terms of human loss and suffering is stunning. The prevalence of attempted suicides is also staggering,
as many as twenty-five times the number of those completed.
In the United States each year about 30,000 people complete suicide, representing about 12 per
100,000 people. Canada’s overall suicide rate is slightly higher than the United States, about 14 per
100,000 people (http://suicideandmentalhealthassociationinternational.org/suiamongcanadanat.html).
Whether one takes the higher or lower figure, suicide occurs at an average of about 3.4 people every
hour, 80 each day, and almost 2,500 per month. Suicide ranks eleventh as a leading cause of death in
the United States, as compared to homicide, which ranked fourteenth. The data shows that there is a
gradual increase in percentages of suicides as each age cohort goes up in age: 5-14 was .08 percent;
15-24 was 10.4 percent; 25-34 was 12.8 percent; 34 – 54 was 14.6 percent, 55-74 was 12.5 percent, 7584 was 17.7 percent, 85 and older was 19.4 percent. Globally, suicide occurs throughout the lifespan
and in 2012 was the second leading cause of death among 15-29 year olds globally.
(http://www.equip.org/article/suicide-answering-against-eternity/ ). For as many who attempt or
complete suicide as a method of final resolution, there is no way to accurately estimate the number of
people who have thought about killing themselves in the past or who are considering it now.
In the United States and Canada, suicide for Native Indians is a profound problem, particularly
among the youth. A 2000 report by the US Indian Health Service reported a 33.9 per 100,000 rate of
committing suicide. This is about 2.5 times the national rate for all persons, and depending on the
Reservation, it is even higher, especially for youth. It is critically important to have a basic grasp of
why Native communities have such a high rate of suicide.
One five-year longitudinal study on suicidal behavior helps point to the complexity of the
situation (Study Identifies Suicide Risk Factors in Native-American Youth:
(http://psychnews.psychiatryonline.org/doi/full/10.1176/pn.38.11.0028a ). It was conducted in the
Southwestern part of the United States and compared reservation and urban Native youth with
reservation Native youth. The study found that the youth at both sites shared certain risk factors. These
included an arrest record (43%), a history of substance abuse in the family (65%); personal substance
abuse (26%); and depression (18 %). The found that the risk factors correlated with suicidal behavior
that were unique to the reservation were depression, a family history of drug abuse (in the youth), an
arrest history, and racial discrimination. Many of the Native youth were bused to schools in the white
suburbs. In focus groups, Native youth living on the reservations reported a great deal of
discrimination from peers, even from their teachers. The risk factor that correlated with suicidal
behavior unique to urban youth was less social support. Some of the risk factors shared by Natives
from the reservation and urban settings were exposure to suicidal behavior by a friend or family
member; physical and sexual abuse; having a diagnosis of a conduct or substance abuse disorder. An
overall observation is that Native youth at both reservation and urban settings felt disconnected and
disenfranchised from what is happening in the broader culture. Many Native youth (and other Natives
as well), carry within themselves the stigma of being “different,” “inadequate,” even “defective.”
Speaking to the realities of Canadian Aboriginals, Glen Coulthard (“Colonization, Indian
Policy, suicide and Aboriginal peoples”: at: http://www.ualberta.ca/-pimohte/ ) of the University of
Alberta places much of the blame at the feet of government. The policies toward Aboriginals were
toxic and destructive. The government’s goal of assimilating Aboriginals led to the destruction of
traditional tribal life and practices. The economic, social, and psychological impact has been
devastating. The government's traditional assumption that Natives are inferior, uncivilized, and
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lacking in moral qualities, relative to European society, has been internalized by many Natives. This
has led to what has been called “a culture of shame.” In the midst of dealing with the hardship of social
and economic realities, to be pronounced as “defective” creates an almost unbearable level of stress.
An assembly of First Nations National Chief Mathew Coon Come presented a talk on February
26, 2001 to a native health conference in Ottawa. Chief Come talked about the pervasive stress around
factors that lead to the internalization of a culture of shame, with the internal message being “I am of
no use and are of little worth.” Chief Come shared specific health concerns that affected the total life
experience of Natives in Canada. In particular, he reported that the mortality rate of infants in their first
year of life was twice as high as the rest of Canada. The death rate of aboriginal people from injury,
poisoning, and violence is five times higher than the Canadian average. The incidence of fetal alcohol
syndrome is 25 times greater than the world’s average. The incidence of TB is ten times higher than
the rest of Canada. In some northern Cree communities, almost half of those over 45 have diabetes.
Chief Come attributed these problems to the elimination of Native culture and the sudden and “forced
elimination of our traditional means of subsistence . . . As people turn away from their lands, they
grow obese and become ill.” The issues are complicated by poverty and underemployment in
Aboriginal communities. Youths have no hope of finding a job. Many of the homes are infected with
mold. There is a serious housing shortage. Medical services are underfunded. May of the same issues
that Aboriginals deal with in Canada are found with Native Indians on the reservations in the United
States (Matthew Coon Come, “Brave words from a native leader.” (Toronto Star, 2001-February-3,
Page A28, “Choosing Life: and Special Report on Suicide Among Aboriginal Peoples,” Royal
Commission on Aboriginal People (Ottawa: Canada Communication Group Publishing, 1995).
The British Columbia Institute on Family Violence conducted a telephone survey of 35
Aboriginals from British Columbia. A number of recommendations were offered to help deal with the
self-destructive behavior among Natives: Natives must regain positive self-image by reintroducing
traditional religious and cultural practices; acknowledging that suicide is a problem and developing
prevention programs and crisis management teams; promoting individual and community wellness;
improve parenting skills; provision of traditional, holistic therapy; training Aboriginals for caregiver
and administrative positions; cooperation among all levels of government to improve economic
conditions on reserves.
In many cases death results from long-term addiction to drugs and alcohol. Although these
cases are not formally classified as suicides by a coroner, it has been argued that these deaths are a
slow process of suicide. The self-destructive behavior is the result of trying to cope with severe
biological, psychological, and environmental stressors.
Judeo-Christian Attitudes Toward Suicide
There are six suicides in the Bible, the most notable case being Judas Iscariot in Matthew 27:5.
Speculation continues to abound as to why he betrayed Jesus but scripture clearly tells us that he
regretted what he had done. A thousand years earlier we also read of the suicide of Saul in 1 Samuel
31:4. He fell on his sword rather than be taken captive by the Philistines. In Judges, we note that
Samson prayed that God would allow him to bring down the pillars that supported the temple of the
god Dagon. In doing so he killed many Philistines as well as himself. The other three figures who took
their own lives were minor biblical characters. However, other biblical characters such as Jonah (Jonah
4:8), Elijah (1 Kings 19:4), and Job (Job 6:9) all expressed suicidal feelings. At one point, Jeremiah
was so depressed that he wished God would relieve him of his life. In all of these cases, it is significant
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that the narrators of the Bible neither condemned nor praised those who took their own lives. Perhaps
the writers believed that that various circumstances in some way justified their actions.
Even though recorded suicides are virtually absent in the first 250 years of Christian history
that does not mean it did not happen (Suicide: Some Biblical, Ethical and Pastoral Directives (2), p.1:
http://reformedresource.net/index.php/94-suicide-some-biblical-ethical-and-pastoral-directives-2.html).
Martyrdom was considered the highly moral and respected decision for some if no other alternative
was available. For instance, if a woman faced the possibility of sexual abuse at the hands of an enemy,
suicide was a virtuous act. Eusebius, in his account of martyrs at Antioch (Ecclesiastical History, Book
8, Chapter 12), advises a mother who taught her two beautiful unmarried daughters to regard rape as
the most degrading act possible. Later, the daughters, who were in a vulnerable position facing the
abuse by soldiers, jumped into a nearby river and drowned.
In the fourth century, Augustine delineated Christianity’s first overall condemnation of suicide,
although he also found some “wiggle room.” He argued that rape may not deprive a woman of her
purity, and that purity was a state of mind. Violence to a person’s body, he argued, cannot rob them of
their virtue. Augustine also found it significant that the Bible never gives a person permission to take
his or her own life. “Thou shalt not kill” thus applies to one’s self as well as others. He left a wedge of
gray, however, saying that “He who knows it is unlawful to kill himself may nevertheless do so if he is
ordered by God” (City of God, Book 1, Sections 18-26). Augustine's view of suicide has significantly
influenced both Roman Catholics and Protestants. By the sixth century CE, suicide became a secular
crime and began to be viewed as a sinful act.
Thomas Aquinas, the premier theologian of the Catholic Church, argued that suicide was a sin
against one's self, one’s neighbor, and God. This was based on three arguments. First, it is a normal
desire to preserve one's life; thus suicide is contrary to one’s nature. Second, suicide is contrary to our
social obligations to one another. The entire human community is injured by a suicide. Third, God
alone determines when a person will live or die. Suicide is contrary to our religious rights. Aquinas
said, “. . . suicide is the most fatal of sins because it cannot be repented of” (Summa Theologica, 2-2, q.
64, 5). Based on the strength of his position, for centuries those who committed suicide were buried in
separate cemeteries that had been consecrated by the priests.
The Church, through various synods and councils has taken specific positions on suicide. The
Synod of Aries in 452 CE prohibited suicide because it was an act of murder. The Synod of Braga in
563 CE denied church rites to the deceased in ordinary cases of suicide. The Synod of Toledo in 693
CE excommunicated the deceased in cases of suicide and denied church rites and consecrated burial to
who took their own lives. The Synod of Nimes in 1096 CE declared that the deceased in cases of
suicide should be buried outside the church yard or city (Suicide: “Answering Against Eternity,” p. 5:
http://www.equip.org/article/suicide-answering-against-eternity).
The Roman Catholic Church regards death by suicide a grave or serious sin. By 1533, if one
committed suicide while accused of a crime they were denied a Christian burial. All suicides were
treated in this manner by 1562. In 1693, if one even attempted suicide it became an ecclesiastical crime
and could result in excommunication. The church’s primary argument against suicide is that one’s life
is the property of God and a gift to the world. Thus, to intentionally destroy that life is to set aside the
authority of God. The act of suicide becomes a tragic loss of hope. The Roman Catechism clearly
addresses the issue of suicide. “Suicide contradicts the natural inclination of the human being to
preserve and perpetuate life. It is gravely contrary to the just love of self. It likewise offends love of
neighbor because it unjustly breaks the ties of solidarity with family, nations, and other human
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societies to which we continue to have obligations. Suicide is contrary to love for the living God”
(Point 2281). The Catechism also states: “Suicide is seriously contrary to justice, hope, and charity. It
is forbidden by the fifth commandment” (Point 2325). Acknowledging that the church needs to
respond to the suicidal crisis in a compassionate manner, the 1997 Catechism of the Catholic Church
indicates that a person who completes a suicide may not always be in the fullness of a right mind, and
therefore may not be fully responsible for their action. The Catechism states: “Grave psychological
disturbances, anguish, or fear of hardship, suffering, or torture can diminish the responsibility of the
one committing suicide"\” (“Christian Views On Suicide,” p. 2.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chrisian_views_on_suicide ). When suicide occurs, the ministry of the
church includes praying for healing for the emotional and spiritual wounds of the family and
community of the deceased.
Generally speaking, Judaism views suicide negatively. In reality, however, a rational
explanation is always sought to explain the behavior. There is often a search to determine that the
person was not in their “right mind,” or that the person may have repented of any wrongdoing before
the act of suicide. Historically, Jewish Law sometimes accepted the option of suicide. If suicide was an
alternative to committing a greater sin, then it might be permissible. The Talmud seems to be unclear
as to whether or not suicide is permissible in the case of terminal illness to avoid pain, but most Jewish
experts would say suicide is not acceptable in these cases. Mass suicide had occurred in Jewish history.
The most notable instance was when members of the Sicarii and many Jewish families, tired of Roman
oppression, fled to the mountaintop fortress Masada. In 73 CE they were under siege by the Romans,
and rather than being taken captive, all 960 Jews participated in a mass suicide. Each man killed his
wife and children. Then the men drew lots and killed each other until the last man killed himself
(Jewish Virtual Library - Masada:
(http://www.jewishvirtuallibrary.org/jsource/Arachaeology/Masada1.html ).
There is a common thread that unifies the thinking about suicide in the conservative branches
of Protestant Christianity. Many, if not most Evangelicals, Charismatics, Pentecostals, and some other
denominations, maintain that suicide is a form of self-murder. It therefore rises to the same level of
killing another human being. For some groups, even in the case of suicidal behavior, the most
important issue surrounds whether or not the person has accepted God’s salvation, which in the case
means accepting Jesus Christ as personal Savior. This must be done prior to death. The problem is that
if one dies, by suicide or by natural death for that matter, the individual is unable to accept salvation.
By this thinking, some will argue that the unpardonable sin is not the suicide itself, but the rejection of
God's gift of salvation in Christ prior to death.
In the Orthodox Tradition, suicidal behavior is seen as a denial of the gift of life, which is given
by God. It is a transgression of the sixth commandment, “Thou shall not kill” (Exodus 20:13). It is also
seen as an act of desperation and a failure of mutual covenant and stewardship. Traditionally, the
Orthodox Church denies a Christian burial to an individual who has taken his or her own life.
However, exceptions can be made when the priest and the diocesan bishop learn of mitigating
circumstances. For the Orthodox Church the disapproval of suicidal behavior is echoed in the
teachings of Clement of Alexandria, Lactantius, and Augustine. When the mental and physical stress
of the one who has taken their own life can be verified by a professional health consultant, the
Orthodox Church shows mercy and compassion on both the one who has taken their own life as well
as those impacted by the act.
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Overall, mainline Protestant denominations of Christianity do not condemn those who have
chosen suicide as an option by which to end their life. This position is maintained even when suicide is
not viewed favorably by a group. The inherent value of the person is maintained while, at the same
time, the act of committing suicide is rejected. They will not judge the person in light of unknown
circumstances, motives, and the state of mind of the individual. Other branches of Christianity hold to
a similar view. The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-Day-Saints (LDS Church) generally views suicide
as wrong, although the victim may not be considered responsible for the act depending on the
circumstances (“suicide” : http://lds.org/study/topics/suicide?lang=eng : The Church of Jesus Christ of
Latter-day Saints).
It is worth noting that within the broad theological fabric of Islam, suicide is considered one of
the greatest sins, an act that significantly damages one's spiritual journey. The consequences of suicide
in Islam are severe. The Quran admonishes, “And do not kill yourselves, surely God is most Merciful
to you” (Qur'an Sura 4 An-Nisa, ayat 29). Generally Muslim experts and clerics consider suicide as
immoral and equally include suicide bombing as contrary to the teachings of the Quran. Abu Dawud:
“This puts suicide bombing and suicide into proper perspective within Islamic traditions, ultimately
denouncing suicide of any form.” The prohibition of suicide has also been stated in the hadith (the
sayings of Muhammad). Narrated Abu Huraira: The Prophet said, “He who commits suicide by
throttling shall keep on throttling in the Hell Fire (forever) and he who commits suicide by stabbing
himself shall keep on stabbing in the Hell-Fire” (Sahihal Bukhari, 2:23:446
(http://www.usc.edu/prg/cmje/religioustexts/hadith/bukhari).
A controversial area of bioethics involves the extension of life through medically assisted
technology. In many cases the technology enhances and prolongs the quality of life. In other cases, the
technology extends life artificially and there the quality of life becomes debatable. What happens when
an individual wants to end their life but has had no choice in the placement of the technology? There
are occasions when individuals would choose to end their life rather than suffer the indignity of living
when there is no probable hope of the quality of life being restored. William Phipps tells of such an
incident (The Christian Century, October 30, 1985, pp. 970-972; http://www.religiononline.org/showartice.asp?title=1924 ).
“After a 78-year-old man was admitted to a hospital, an examination revealed an erratic
heartbeat, an enlarged prostate, a bowel obstruction and arthritic joints. When the person
learned that surgery was being planned, he pleaded: ‘Listen, doctor, I don’t want to die
with tubes sticking out all over me, I don’t want my children to remember their father that
way. I am old and tired and have seen enough of life, believe me. But still I want to be a
man, not a vegetable that someone comes and waters every day. You see, the engine is
broken down; it is time for the engineer to abandon it.’ Despite this eloquent request, a
tube for feeding was placed down the old man’s nose into his stomach. Intravenous
injections were made four times a day. Later the man was hooked up to a respirator to
increase oxygen intake. One night he reached over and switched off his respirator. For
several hours the hospital staff did not realize what had happened. On the bedside table
they found this suicide note: ‘Death is not the enemy, doctor. Inhumanity is.’”
Was this person justified in taking their life? Are there other times and circumstances when
suicide is a plausible, even an acceptable alternative? The inherent conflicts within active and passive
euthanasia continue to elicit intense and divergent reactions within the medical and religious
communities. Culture, personal experience, and specific religious viewpoints all factor into the moral
debate. The biblical and church traditions reveal considerable differences of tolerance toward suicidal
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behavior. Some traditions will argue that suicide is always unacceptable under any circumstances.
Other traditions will maintain that suicide is acceptable in specific situations. Is there, in the midst of
acknowledging the hard reality of suicide and its impact on families and the community, a theology of
suicide that brings hope and not despair?
Moving Toward A Theology of Hope
There is no standard “theology of suicide” because of the great variation in how people view
the nature of death and afterlife. Let it not be forgotten that whether one believes that suicide ends life
as a period (there is nothing more), or as a comma (death is a transition), it is the survivors who are left
to deal with the pain and loss. When the one who has lost the loved one stands in a shroud of shattered
hopelessness, there is nothing comforting in hearing statistics about suicide or ruminations from great
philosophers, or a lecture about how to cope with the tragedy.
The beginning point in seeking hope and healing begins with remembering who we are. We
discover who we are in relationships with one another and community. Native communities bring their
unique perspectives to bear on their spiritual beliefs and practices, as do other kinds of communities. If
we share in the Judeo-Christian tradition, there is a rich tapestry of assumptions that help us to
remember that God loves us and seeks the best for our lives. These points are reminders that we have a
moral and spiritual compass in both the good and bad times in life. They give strength and vitality and
are embraced more readily in a community where healthy relationships are maintained. They affirm
that:
1. God created the world. The creation is good. It may not be perfect, but the created order
provides care and sustenance for all living creatures.
2. God's creation allows equally for many forms of life: plants, animals, human beings, and a host
of other organisms. All of life is interdependent. There is a circle of life.
3. If life is not going well and there is strife and conflict, there is a problem that needs to be
addressed. For indigenous cultures, there is something out of balance. For non-indigenous
cultures, the problem is usually in the misuse of the will. These two perspectives are not
mutually exclusive, by any means.
4. All of creation is sacred, from the rock that lies deep in the forest to the child born in adversity
and poverty.
5. Human beings have free agency. We can act in ways, either as a community or as an individual,
that live in harmony or discord with the created order. We have accountability to God, to our
community, and to ourselves.
6. God is love. When God judges us, either in this life or the next, it always serves in the interest
of hid grace and goodness. Judgment does not occur simply for the sake of judgment. God is
interested in renewal and redemption.
7. God seeks to be in relationship and covenant with the human family. For the Christian there is
nothing that happens in our lives that is outside of God's love.
Embracing these principles does not minimize the significance of the suicide or give
justification to the act. It does bring us to the realization that because of God's love and mercy, while
we may condemn the act of suicide, we do not have to judge the person. As much as we think we
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“know” about another person, we see and hear only a small part of any individual’s life. There is more
we don't know about any person than we do know, or claim to know! The fabric of human personality,
of mind, body, and spirit, is rich and complex, deep and wide, both hidden and revealed. We
acknowledge that God meets us in our lives in different ways, and that none of us understands another
so well that we can pronounce judge his or her life. That also extends to suicide.
There will be the haunting question, “Why did this person suicide?” There are many things
people think as a path to suicide begins to take shape. Here are some of them: to seek help; to escape
from an intolerable situation; to get relief from a terrible state of mind; to try to influence a particular
person; to show how much they love someone; to make things easier for others; to make people feel
sorry for themselves; to make persons understand how desperate they were feeling; to find out whether
they were really loved; fear of loss of control; and a desire to die.
For those who are feeling in control of their emotions and are functioning relatively well, there
is sometimes the admonition, “Yes, there is an issue here but just pull yourself together and weather
the storm.” There needs to be a clear understanding that persons who are on a track to suicide feel like
they are on a runaway train. They see no hope! They will self-report in the midst of a growing sense of
crisis these kinds of statements: “I can't stop the pain.” “I can't think clearly.” “I can't make decisions.”
“I can't see a way out. I am trapped. I can't see any possibility of change.” “I can't sleep, eat, or work. I
can't focus.” “I can't get out of this depression.” “I can't make the sadness go away.” “I don't feel
worthwhile or loved. I can't get any one to listen to me.” “I can't seem to get control.” While every
person may share from time to time some of these feelings, for the one who is thinking suicide as an
option these feelings add up to a profound sense of “no hope.”
No theology of hope with respect to death stands outside the community in which we have our
life and being. Dealing with crises in life has much to do with how we have been taught coping skills,
and much of that comes from the various “communities” that have shaped our personality. It is
important to remember that suicidal behavior does not emerge in a vacuum. What we have become is
the result of our experiences in all the social institutions that have molded our lives. Of course, as we
know, institutions are not perfect. Some are more healthy than others. Here are some useful ways to
think more theologically about our communities and their impact on our lives. These questions can be
used to seriously think about one's community from theological perspective. They can also be used to
reflect on personal or community dysfunction that leads to maladaptive behavior.
1. How do the people in my community perceive the world? Is the world Hostile? Malignant?
Benign? Friendly? Nurturing? How you have been taught to view the world will have a lot to
do with how your act in the world.
2. How do the people in my community conduct their lifestyle? Think about this using some
“theological handles.” Is the behavior “Polytheistic,” that is, “I take anything that helps me in
the moment!” Is the behavior “Henotheistic,” that is, “I serve one earthly master” (be it wealth,
education, competition, etc.). Is my behavior “Monotheistic,” that is, “I serve God, the One
God.”
3. How do people in my community (family, clan, church) perceive God? Is God a source of real
authority? Do we manipulate God in a magical way? Do we see God as a divine rescuer? Does
God have power in my life (potency). Or is God powerless (impotent)?
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4. How do people in my community express their religious or spiritual feelings and thoughts?
There are many possible questions around this area. Does my community promote a sense of
wholeness or fragmentation? Does my community enhance or trivialize the experience of
worship? Does my community build relationships or drive persons to isolation?
5. How do the people in my community need to mature in key spiritual-growth areas? There are
healthy and unhealthy responses to crises that greatly affect our spirituality.
Anxiety ......................................Faith............................................Rigidity
License ......................................Grace...........................................Law
Denial.........................................Hope.............................................Despair
Intimacy.....................................Love..............................................Anger
Bitterness...................................Forgiveness...............................Disowning
Achieving a healthy balance between these extremes is a mark of a healthy spirituality, both
personally and in community.
6. How could I express the nature of my community or my life in a Biblical metaphor? For
example, Moses and the Exodus (“Do I need to move on . . . ?”); Jonah and the fish (“Do we
need to stop running . . . ?”); Jesus and the paralytic (“What keeps us stuck, unable to move . . .
?”) Many such images are drawn from scripture.
7. How do we need to “move” ourselves in our community and as we worship? Prophetically
(emphasizes the call to obedience); Priestly (emphasizes the call to reconciliation); Kingly
(emphasizes the call to adore the Creator). Certainly communities can move forward by
bringing all of these functions into play.
The point of this discussion is simply to state that the prevention of suicide begins early in life
by establishing communities that are healthy. A theology of hope with respect to suicide begins with
equipping our children, families, institutions, and faith communities with an opportunity to talk about
what is most important in life and death. This is not easy to do in any culture that espouses values that
are often contrary to sound mental and spiritual health. A spiritually based theology of death and
suicide in the United States is difficult to achieve. Society is essentially secular and denies death as it
seeks to perpetuate an obsession of youth and beauty. For Native Americans and Aboriginals,
maintaining a spiritually based culture task is far more challenging because of the cultural genocide of
generations of traditional practices. That being said, whatever our social location, we must ask the right
questions if we are going to equip persons to nurture our diverse communities. The following questions
are especially helpful is pointing us in a direction of developing a theology of hope for both suicide as
well as healthy living. They were developed by Howard J. Clinebell, Jr. (Basic Types of Pastoral Care
and Counseling: Resources for the Ministry of Healing and Growth, 1984. Abingdon Press, pp. 118119). Each question could be expanded into fruitful discussion.
Do the religious [spiritual] beliefs, attitudes, and practices of persons [or communities] . . .
1. give them a meaningful philosophy of life that provides trust and hope facing the inevitable
tragedies of life?
2. provide creative values and ethical sensitivities that serve as inner guidelines for behavior that
is both personally and socially responsible?
3. provide an integrating, energizing, growing relationship with that loving Spirit that religions
call God?
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4. nurture the transcendent dimensions of person's lives, their higher Self?
5. inspire an ecological love of nature and reverence for all life?
6. provide for a regular renewal of basic trust by affirming a deep sense of belonging in the
universe?
7. bring the inner enrichment and growth that comes from "peak experiences?"
8. offer the person a growth-enabling community of caring and meaning (e.g. their church)?
9. build bridges rather than barriers between them and persons with differing values and faith
systems?
10. enhance love and self-acceptance (rather than fear, anxiety, and guilt) in their inner life?
11. foster self-esteem and the "owning" and using of their strengths in constructive living?
12. stimulate the growth of their inner freedom and autonomy?
13. help them develop relationships committed to mutual growth?
14. encourage the vital energies of sex and assertiveness to be used in affirmative, responsible
ways rather than in repressive or people-damaging ways?
15. foster realistic hope by encouraging the acceptance rather than denial of reality?
16. provide them with effective means of moving from the alienation of inappropriate guilt to
healing reconciliation with themselves, other persons, and God?
17. encourage creative development in their beliefs and values through the life-cycle to keep these
congruent with their intellectual growth?
18. provide effective means of keeping in touch with creative resources of the unconscious through
living symbols, meaningful rituals, and vital myths.
19. encourage them to keep in touch with the soft, vulnerable, nurturing, receptive, feeling side and
the assertive, intentional, ethically demanding side of their personalities and their religion?
20. make them aware of person-hurting institutional practices and motivate them to work to change
these forces that oppress human potential on a massive scale?
21. give them trust, hope, and meaning to face their awareness of death and the inevitable losses of
life and to allow their awareness to make living more precious?
22. keep them aware of the basic wonder and mystery of all life and growth?
23. encourage heightened aliveness, joy, celebration of the good gift of life and an increasing
commitment to living creatively - as an instrument of wholeness in response to this gift?
Working With the Emotions
The most painful part for the survivors of suicide is dealing with all the emotions that
accompany the loss. It may take time for honesty to emerge from the complex emotions and confusion
of the situation. Time and patience is critical. Expectations must be realistic and they vary from person
to person and situation to situation. The recovery process can be painfully slow.
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The author has worked with many families who can approach the tragedy of suicide and, with
time, avert an attitude of judgment. They acknowledge they may not ever understand “why” their
loved one or friend took their life, but come to a point in their healing where they can leave any
judgment in the hands of God. It is often a more difficult task to work through the anger and come to
some sort of emotional peace on the issue of forgiveness. Survivors of suicide say things like, “I can
never forgive him (or her) for what they did. They ruined their own life and they ruined mine. Now I
am left with nothing, no father (or mother), no money, just disgrace. I am so angry.” When the moment
is right, there is a word about forgiveness that needs to be made clear in suicidal behavior. The
response of anger by the survivors is normal and to be expected. Those feelings may last a long time
and to some extent often an emotional defense for handling the acute crisis that has occurred. At the
same time, survivors may have a parallel emotion of guilt. In the midst of anger and the inability to
forgive, there are often the questions that ask, “What did I miss?” “Could I have prevented this from
happening?” Sometimes the anger and inability to forgive are as much self-directed as they are to the
one who took their own life. These are also normal responses to the crisis, and it may take time to sort
out the confusion. Survivors of suicide need to remember this: “Nostalgia itself can become a slow
form of suicide!” It does happen that survivors become immobilized with anger, guilt, and the inability
to embrace forgiveness, either for themselves or for those who have taken their own life. The key word
is “release.” God's love and forgiveness empowers us to find release and move forward. With respect
to the one who has taken his or her life, it means letting that person be accountable for what they have
done, and trusting that God will lead them on their journey. It means foregoing judgment and letting
that be the business of God. Who alone has the capacity to judge anyone? We need to remember that
God judges us not as we deserve, with all of our shortcomings and failures, but through his grace and
forgiveness.
A Message of Hope
One’s spirituality is unique, personal, and sacred. There are many people who cannot quote a
lick of church dogma or statements of belief. But that does not mean that they are not deeply spiritual
persons. If the biblical witness be true, the questions at the end of life will not be: “Did you attend this
or that church?” Or, “Do you believe this or that doctrine or creed?” Survivors of suicide must
acknowledge the pain and suffering surrounding the death of their loved one, but the worth and
goodness of that person must be affirmed. The suicide, as tragic as it is, does not negate the value and
contributions of the deceased.
As Christians we are challenged to bring a message of hope to those who suffer loss and grieve.
Let us remember that any message of hope that comes in the experience of death does not deny the
reality of death. The Bible speaks poignantly about life but also about death. When one reads the
Jewish and Christian wisdom literature, life is compared to a “vapor,” a “shadow,” a “dream,” a “swift
ship,” a “flying eagle,” a “swift post,” “dying grass,” a “dying flower,” and a “tale told.” It is
sometimes referred to as “sleep," the "unyoking" of an animal, a tent line being loosed, even a
coronation. What all of these ideas have in common is that life is fleeting and fragile. However, when
death comes by whatever process, then comes the question so many ask: “After the course is run, what
then?” This is especially true for persons who have taken their own lives.
The witness of scripture, Jesus, and our traditions is that death does not have the last word. In
the search for answers about life after death, we run smack into the words of Jesus. Powerful words,
words that speak to us on this topic of suicide: "Do not let your hearts be troubled. Believe in God,
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believe also in me. In my Father's house there are many dwelling places. If it were not so, would I have
told you that I go and prepare a place for you?" (RSV - John 14:1-3). The word for “dwelling places”
in the Greek is monai. It is an important word. It refers to a “stopover,” a “resting place” or “oasis”
where one can rest on the journey. Jesus is telling us that we can rest as we journey, both in life and in
death. He is saying, “Listen, O pilgrim, you can have confidence and trust that after the limitations of
this ‘physical garment,’ the body, has been shed, I will continue to be with you.” God goes with us on
the journey. That word, monai, used by Jesus, is open to the notion of progress, growth, of journey
after death. I believe that is true and wonderful! We continue to “grow in God.”
Many rooms! Many places to grow! Most simply, perhaps Jesus simply saying that in his
Father’s house there is no shortage of room. “Earthly houses become overcrowded; earthly inns must
sometimes turn away weary travelers, as the family of Jesus knew first-hand. But not the Father’s
house! Heaven is as wide as the heart of God is wide, and is open to all. The point, of course, is that
Jesus’ words are not about architecture. They are about God's grace.”
(http://www.sermons.comweb/newmem/apr2405-8w.htm ). We are accepted not because of our
worthiness, but because God loves and cares for us. As has been noted, if judgment comes at the end of
life it does not come as destruction, but in the form of grace to assist us to make course corrections on
our continuing journey.
Nonetheless, there is nothing impersonal about suffering and death. For both victim and
survivor, these realities are always personal. We are reminded of that in the story of Job, who is a
godly person, but in a moment of despair, when rent with physical and mental despair, he makes a
statement that is filled with the pain and confusion of his situation. He says, “My days are swifter than
a weaver’s shuttle, and come to their end without hope” (Job 7:6). The shuttle was a tool used by a
weaver to shoot the thread of the woof from one side to the other through the threads of the warp. A
skilled weaver could move the shuttle at a remarkable rate of speed, and Job realizes that life itself is
not unlike the quickness of the shuttle.
Life is brief, and each person weaves a tapestry of life. The design grows under the flying
shuttle of days, months, and years. One's life take form and color, patterns if you will, as the designs of
the will meet the circumstances of the journey. Sometimes the will creates the events, while at other
times life delivers to one that over which we have no control. Yet over time, the canvas of one's life
comes to be revealed. Designs are formed that are beautiful or otherwise. Choices are made about how
life will be faced, about how victories will be celebrated, and how one copes with difficult battles and
struggles.
Eventually, it happens that the thread is broken and the loom stops in every person’s life. But
there is more to the story than simply to say of someone, “Thank you, for your life." The witness of our
faith is that life does not end with a period, but a comma. There is more to come! When the loom stops,
the weave is never complete and finished. Sometimes when the loom stops things don't make sense.
Unforeseen tragedies, accidents, illness, and suicide, can stop the loom. When these things happen,
sometimes estrangements and circumstances in our families leave us angry, confused, and in pain. The
pattern and design appears to be lost. We wonder, “Where on earth or heaven is God in all of this?”
Not unlike Christ on the cross, in the most painful moments of loneliness we may wonder cry out, “My
God, my God, where are you?” (Matthew 27:46).
There is a story of a man who was wandering through the bazaar in Cairo where there were
many small businesses. The artisans were at work plying their varied trades. The man stopped at a
place where children were at work making rugs. He stood for a while watching with fascination at the
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almost mechanical movement of these youngsters. However, he was baffled by the results, because the
product of their efforts seemed to be a meaningless jumble of color and inept design.
Evidently, the supervisor noted his puzzled expression for he came over and said to the man,
“Come on this side to see the pattern.” Sure enough, when he tilted up the loom, the man could see the
other side, where the pattern was clear and the color a beautiful blend of complementing shades.
For those who struggling to put their lives back together after the loss of a loved one by suicide,
we are challenged to look through the eyes of faith. God’s designs will be completed. The Master
Weaver has not yet finished with any of us! Every soul is an unfinished creation of God. It is God who
brings his creation and us to complete wholeness. God is always working in us and in our world. We
are challenged to believe that God makes no mistakes and spoils no materials. His designs will be
completed. Our ultimate hope is in God’s love and forgiveness, and the assurance that it is God’s grace
that will take care and continue to lead all of us in this life and the life to come.

The Reverend Doctor Larry Norris is a Methodist Minister and former President of Cook College and
Theological School in Tempe, AZ.
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The Sacred Fire: Healing the Healer
by
The Reverend Doctor Bude VanDyke
God, grant me the serenity to accept the things I cannot change, the courage to change
the things I can, and the wisdom to know the difference. The serenity prayer, attributed
to H. Reinhold Niebuhr.
The wisdom and teaching of the Grandmothers and Grandfathers who point the ancient way for
me esteem the Sacred Seven Directions. The Sacred Seventh Direction, the sacred fire in the center of
the Medicine Wheel, is the symbol/ritual that points us to the reality and the intimacy of our
relationship With the Great Mystery we call God. The beauty and the majesty of the Sacred Fire, the
center of the other six directions in the Medicine Wheel, is the harmony of the balance through tension
in the intersection of the "Chords of Serenity". The ancient Energy of Dynamic Tension pulls two or
more sides against each other, ultimately illuminating the gift of discernment. Like tuning a guitar, a
string's sound produced is either flat or sharp until it finds balance at the proper tension. Then, when
al1 six strings are appropriately tuned and fingers positioned three or more notes in relation to each
other produce a chord. Several. chords in sequence create a melody. Chords of Serenity are an ongoing
melody of balance between the things we can change and the things we cannot.
The Medicine Wheel
The Sacred Seventh is the center of the intersection between the cardinal directions – North,
South, East and West – on the horizontal plane. The fifth and sixth directions are above and below.
Configured in a posture of opposite energies, the six directions converge in the center as the 7th
direction, the Sacred Fire. Illumination and new life, the gift of the East, is balanced by Introspection
and Reflection at the end of the day when the sun sets in the West. Without the tension, without the
dialogue, the new life of illumination never matures. Correspondingly, without the tension and
dialogue between the two polarities, introspection and reflection, the gifts of the West, can become
self-absorption. The two energies pull against each other and form a balance in the center, symbolized
in ritual by the sacred fire. Like the rhythmic pivoting stick of a First Peoples' fire drill, or the strike of
flint against steel, the laws of friction flame into a spiritual rule of life.
In similar fashion, the trust, innocence, essence of the child represented in the Way of the South
is balanced by the integrity, truth, and rationality that are the gifts from the Way of the North. Trust is
a by-product of the emotional mind that needs to be in conversation with the rational mind in order to
discern from Wise Mind. In the tension between the two, Wise Mind is where the Sacred Fire burns.
The balance between the directions of Above and Below is where the great questions and
debates of theology and creation occur. The direction of Above depicts the upper world, the stars, the
sun and moon, the existences and realities beyond the physical. The Above energies ignite our seeking
a Spiritual Path, the nature of our relationship with Creator, and the sacred relationships Great Mystery
so generously crafted. The direction of Below depicts the energies of our Mother Earth, the elements
that comprise our physical existence. The gifts we experience in the Sacred Seven between Above and
Below are best described as walking in a cloud with our feet firmly on the ground. Walking in the fog
reminds me that there is so much about things seen and unseen that I am yet to comprehend. Living in
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the tension, the collective tensions of the Sacred Seventh, the Sacred Fire in the center of it all, is the
path of life.
In my travels, in my councils, in sitting with my brothers and sisters of various First People
ancestries, I discover that there are variations in the representations and meanings attributed to the
directions in the Medicine Wheel. I find strength in that diversity. To establish a self-care guide for the
wonderful souls who find themselves called to minister to the families and communities that
experience so much loss through suicide, I think it is important to describe the Medicine Wheel as I
was taught.
Halts
As a recovering alcoholic with over 9,000 days of sobriety, I find there are certain energies I
have to keep in place each and every day. If I get too Hungry, Angry, Lonely, Tired, or Sleepy, I find
my ability to manage impulses greatly diminished. Because I have what the new brain science calls the
Broken Brain of Addiction, a deregulated flow of dopamine to the frontal (thinking) part of my brain, I
have to proactively put things in place to reduce stress before it starts. Stress, once it reaches a certain
level, creates the need for dopamine to the frontal brain lobe. The addicted brain cannot physically
make that regulated flow of dopamine happen, so a craving ensues. When a craving occurs, using
behaviors start taking place and eventually, the drug of choice is used. Once the drug of choice gets to
the brain a very temporary relief of the stress-induced craving takes place, but only as long as the
chemical is in place. The drug of choice actually opens the flow of dopamine temporarily, but the
drug's presence advances the physical damages further limiting the ability of the brain to produce the
flow naturally on its own. All that to say, it is incumbent upon me that I perform daily rituals to keep
my mind in a state where I do not bring forth the stress of yesterday or invite the stress of tomorrow.
Being responsible, able to respond, means I have to engage these daily rituals in order to keep
stress at a manageable level. So, I have to eat, and eat appropriately in order not to go around hungry.
It is essential that I find an effective and adequate way to seek help in talking through an angerinducing event early after the occurrence, not after a big build-up. I have a tendency to isolate, which is
quite different from choosing healthy solitude for clarity. Isolation builds resentments and fears of
encountering people. The longer I isolate the more lonely I become. I have to plan and follow through
with the plan to engage people each and every day. This includes things like calling my sponsor in the
morning, even if for a three minute check in, and going to a meeting enough times a week that I feel
like I have real conversations instead of a steady diet of superficial conversations with people who do
not have a Broken Brain. Tired is an energy of depletion, and the kind that I find most destructive is
emotional energy drain. If I sit with people all day who are hurting emotionally, that creates a drain on
my own emotional energy. It is necessary for me to find and employ methods of detachment and
reenergizing to avoid the sort of build-up that creates stress that gets carried into my non-work life and
the day to come. If I am sleepy, it is extremely difficult to deal with stress and not react with an
impulsive action. The fifth measure I must maintain is the prevention of sleep deprivation.
Designing a routine to manage one's own level of stress is essential to preserve and restore
balance. Practicing the self-care acronym of HALTS means: conscious, consistent care to restore any
imbalance produced by states of hunger, anger, loneliness, tiredness, or sleepiness. This provides a
foundation wherein the grounding way of below, Mother Earth, is in balance with the Way of Above,
the heavens, our generosity and aspirations to serve.
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Dealing with Compassion Fatigue
Enlightenment, the Way of the East is the way we enter the circle of the sacred fire. We read, we seek
counsel, we observe, we celebrate, we mourn...and we do so with the energy of the new creation of the
day, each day. There are numerous scientific studies in journals concerning issues relating to stress
and trauma. One of the most interesting series of studies I encountered in the late 1990's concerned the
concept many health care professionals, clergy, and senior citizen care providers called Compassion
Fatigue. In1995, Charles R. Figley wrote considerable information on the topic. It is a major
component of the work and efforts of the American Institute of Stress. Finley states that "compassion
fatigue manifests itself as physical, emotional and spiritual exhaustion." In the Medicine Wheel
construct, compassion fatigue is best defined by where the pull has been so strong from one side that
the balancing side has loosed its grip.
The great concern that brought forth the compilation of this book is for First Peoples' clergy in
dealing with the high incidence of suicide in their congregations and communities. The constant
presence of this sort of cultural trauma, which is at epidemic levels in First People's communities, is an
ever-present, relentless state of stress, trauma and shock. This constant companion of the life of the
clergy person is classified as secondary traumatization or vicarious traumatization because they are
with families whose loved ones took their own lives on a regular basis. The effect of this exposure to
clergy working with these families should not be underestimated. It should be planned for, with
internal and external daily, weekly and monthly procedures implemented to maintain balance and
avoid carrying the stress of one situation into another.
In a close, almost isolated community, there seems to be a sort of serial sequence that forms. I
was chaplain at a boarding school several years ago, and a series of suicide attempts and threats in one
particular dorm got my undivided attention. There were six attempts or serious threats by six different
students in the same dorm during a five-week period. The vicarious traumatization seemed to generate
the next attempt.
When I served in the male HIV unit in a prison I observed similar patterns of this serial
sequence. There was a double fence with ten feet of space between the two fences to avoid any
potential contact between men in the HIV unit and men in the General population. So, that community
of 135 to 150 inmates was gathered as intensely as many First People's communities. When one person
got upset in that unit, the personal upset was experienced at a collective level within the unit. The
intensity and lack of mobility are the part of the reason the problems in a more closed community are
so amplified over those of the more dominant culture.
The care-giver the clergy person must prepare, restore, recharge, and retreat in a healthy way to
prevent the onset of Compassion Fatigue. Here are the signs or symptoms:










Abusing drugs, alcohol, or food
A more pronounced or prolonged presence of Anger
Excessive blaming of others and or things.
We start becoming uncharacteristically and habitually late.
An extended persistence of and higher level of depression
Emotional and Physical exhaustion
A declining sense of personal accomplishment
More frequent and more intense headaches
Gastrointestinal complaints
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Higher self-expectations elevated Perfectionism and Workaholism
More prevalent and believable loss of hope
Less ability to maintain a balance between empathy and detachment
Advanced levels of irritability
More and more distance between feelings of joy and fun
Increased inability to sleep

Holding the line
Engaging the services of a professional counselor, spiritual director, or soul friend is a good
start. Engage and empower a therapist, spiritual director or soul friend outside the community you
serve to be a safe person with whom to do periodic check-ins. They should be empowered by you
specifically to name for you any perceptions they may have that something has changed with you.
They might keep the above list as a sort of check-list to help objectively and lovingly monitor you. The
problem is that once we are in an intense situation, our objectivity as it pertains to our own self-care
diminishes on a sliding-scale. It is not a sign of weakness to ask for this kind of guidance, observation
and rescue if needed. Regarding my own need, I have a favorite saying... "I have to fire John Wayne."
John Wayne, the actor was the icon of the illusionary American exemplar of the "self-made man". The
moviegoers in the culture seemed to forget rather hastily that John Wayne was acting! He was paid to
act that part. It was a movie, a fantasy, a production...but not his life.
We need help, help from done. We need eyes on us, eyes on us from day one. We need ears
listening to us, listening to us from day one. And these eyes, ears and hearts need to have no substantial
connection to the community we serve other than the nature of their relationship with us as one who
"holds the line for us".
I was called to do a vision quest the spring before I entered seminary. My guide was a
wonderful and powerful Cherokee man who lives outside of Hunt, Texas. He took us to the Big Bend
to perform and celebrate our vision quest. His job, as our guide, was to stay in the base camp and "hold
the line for us". He was the person who held the peace for us to return to, to process through, and to
name our new place in the world. Those who are called to serve intensely isolated communities need to
have in place and know there is a person "holding the line for us".
I envision a larger circle outside a smaller circle with protected sacred space in between. The
larger circle is composed of the clergy persons, the care-givers of more isolated communities. They are
the wider circle of the church. But they need to know and experience intentional and trackable
connection with the smaller circle, the sacred fire that is the Diocesan leadership of the church. The
Bishop or their assigns should be proactive in setting up observation and re-creation practices and
rituals for the clergy and care-givers in the wider circle.
The clergy and care givers who have not engaged a spiritual director outside their community
should seriously consider doing so. And, the Diocese should seriously consider it a part of their
stewardship to make spiritual direction financially, physically, emotionally and spiritually accessible.
This may be one of the most significant deficiencies in the church today, the grasp of the necessity for
ongoing, effective, Spiritual Direction of clergy.
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Some perspective on ministry response to suicide
The event of a suicide is preceded by the onset of a culture consumed with spiritual disease.
The origin of this disease is as old as humanity itself. Any creed or culture that blames the person who
took their own life is short-sighted and not helpful to those left behind...or even to those who might be
considering taking their own life. In the time of Jesus, it was customary to blame the disease of leprosy
on the diseased person. Yet, no moral act or choice made by a person (other than compassion for the
diseased that led to giving aid and comfort) gave them the disease. Blindness, born blindness was
considered proof of a deep sin of the child's parents. Today, we know those concepts to be ridiculous,
yet some persist in the rejection of the person who committed suicide by refusing to give them a
Christian burial or to attend their funeral. These reactions sound like symptoms of a spiritual disease to
me, one that calls for better and more effective clergy education of the laity on the matter.
On Good Friday, while hanging on the cross, Jesus looked out at those deriding him and spoke
the words: "forgive them, for they know not what they do". A person who feels so lost in their
problems, their pains, their griefs, so lost that they can't even properly name them, seeks relief at all
costs. After many attempts at other ways of getting rid of the pain, they desperately seek a final
solution. If a fire chases a woman to the edge of a big cliff, and the fire is raging and moving toward
her, her choices increasingly become two, either be consumed by the fire or jump and be killed by the
fall. The condemnation I hear so often of someone who takes their own life would tend to tell me that
the woman would not sin if she faced the fire and died that agonizing death, but she would be
committing an unforgivable sin if she jumped. The condemnation of a suffering person who takes their
own life is not helpful. That condemnation is instead adding fuel to an already intensifying fire of
shame for the family and loved ones of the deceased.
The Energy- of Dynamic Tension is vital in this kind of pastoral care. The tension between
honoring the sacred nature of life as a gift from Creator is drawn against by pain and suffering,
emotional, physical and spiritual pain and suffering. If the term sacred means: whatever or whomever
we hold with utmost importance, ultimate value and enlists our most reverent respect, the sacred nature
of life has been overcome by the pain of a life. That person being overwhelmed by pain, trauma, and
suffering is not in condition to demonize. They are calling for compassion. It is a call to mercy that we
can best edify by being merciful instead of judgmental.
Insight on the spirituality of healing
I have spent months in a quest to describe the term "spirituality" in a meaningful way that is
accessible regardless of one's belief or religious creed. I have done so because there ar1e many souls
out there who have been bludgeoned by religious zealots with narrow judgmental fear-driven minds
who can no longer find the strength to lie about what they believe. The description with which I have
found some peace is this: "spirituality is the nature or the character of our relationship with whatever or
whomever we deem as sacred". That does of course include the God of one's understanding, if there is
one of their understanding. But it also includes those people, places and things whose relationship
points them to their relationship with God (and they do not even have to be conscious of their
relationship with God for that to be operative). A person might have trouble developing beyond a
confused, or absent or forgotten nature of a relationship with God because they have a confused,
absent, or forgotten nature of a relationship with themselves. Needless to say, a person in this state has
a confused, absent and forgotten nature of a relationship with the God of their understanding. Our job
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as clergy is to bring an opposite energy to that confusion, that absenteeism, and sense of being
forgotten...in order to re-create an emerging sense of balance.
In terms of the Medicine Wheel, it is possible that a person can move into such despondency
that there is no pull of the opposites to even approximate balance. With no pull toward balance, the
extreme becomes a distorted reality. The challenge in re-establishing reality with the despondent is that
we are balanced from the outside. We certainly need people who love and compassionately validate us
in a state of wholeness, and as guardians of a healthy detachment from over-indulgence into the trauma
inflicting the people we are trying to help. Once we over-indulge, we are part of the problem, not part
of the solution. So, begin with, and keep a sacred fire burning with someone who can hold the line for
you.
Developing an active, ongoing relationship with a Spiritual. Director is not an option in my
opinion; it is a necessity. Create daily ritual around the sacred fire, even if it is burning some sage and
praying to the sacred seven directions (or four if that is your understanding). The deanery or diocese
should host regular gatherings for those serving in high incident populations, and those gatherings
should be opened and closed With the lighting and extinguishing of a sacred fire, a gathering and
blessing of the collective waters and earth of the places represented. And, daily or at least three times
a week, a check-in call with someone holding the line would be a helpful balance against early onset of
secondary or vicarious traumatization.
We serve a powerful and loving Great Mystery, who wants us to minister while taking
appropriate care of ourselves. That same Great Mystery inspired ceremony, ritual, and schools of
knowledge to help us stay on a healthy path. We need to make good use of all these medicines that are
gifts from our Creator.
Great Mystery we call God, we thank you for all you have prepared for us and continue to do
for us on our journey upon the turtle island. We especially thank you for placing the experience of
Jesus in our midst that we might draw strength and encouragement. We thank you for the presence and
ever-present prompting of your Holy Spirit within us, to guide us, to heal us, to point us down the path.
We ask with all respect that you grant us the wisdom and courage to walk the path you lay before us.
May our words, our gifts, and our being present to you, point others to your love and mercy. Amen.
The Rev. Dr. Bude Van Dyke is the author, composer and performer of two songs found on the
accompanying DVD. He offers these descriptions in connection with this resource.
Just No Room, written by Bude Van Dyke in 2015
“I am going to have prayers, you can join me” was the invitation of a wonderful Paiute
grandmother. She appeared at white-line-sky (just before sun-up) on the last day of the
four days talks known as the Oklahoma IV Consultations in June of 2010. I was serving
as Fire Keeper for the event and had spent the previous night struggling with myself
about many of my character flaws. I was feeling quite unworthy of the role as Fire
Keeper and had asked the Great Mystery to help me let go of a lot of resentment of I
had become keenly aware. As I stood to join her in prayers, she opened a bottle of water
from Pyramid Lake, the sacred lake on her reservation, and then produced sage from the
same place. She dowsed the sage in the water and began to sing a prayer in Paiute. I
only know one Paiute word, Meeteetse (the gathering place), so, I did not understand
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the words she so beautifully and gracefully sang as she aspersed me with the wet sage.
When she finished her prayer, she looked at me and said, “Thank you for your fire.”
Then she returned to the building from where she had come. I did not need to know the
translation of the words of that prayer in order to determine that I had been richly
blessed in that early morning ritual.
5 years later, on the Friday of the Bonnaroo Music Festival in my region, in route to the
church I was serving, I was skirting the land where the event was taking place. A small
country church marquee got my attention in a wonderful way. As I drove on to my
destination, this song, the music and the lyrics started playing in my head. When I
arrived, I pulled out my guitar and played and sang it for the first time… then wrote it
down so I would remember it. The chorus lyrics reflect a paraphrase of the words on the
sign.
The day we recorded this song, the beautiful backup singer arrived a couple hours after
the others of us had been there recording the instrument tracks and my vocal track.
Maura walked in quite excited, thinking we had already heard the news as well, but we
hadn’t. The Supreme Court had just announced the new law of the land that gave access
to marriage of all people! So, we recorded this song about loving instead of judging
others on the day of that monumental decision. That gave me further assurance that God
wants us to love, not judge each other.

Mother of the Stream, written by Bude Van Dyke in 2015
I was on a retreat in North Carolina, where my Cherokee ancestors originally lived. A
friend I met for the first time at the retreat, a grandmother who sits with people in
Spiritual Direction asked me to write her a song about a stream bed. She had spent a
good deal of free time wading in a stream on the property and said she felt very much
like a stream bed. I told her that songs do not work that way for me. I do not sit down to
write a song, it plays in my head without any of my own intent or provocation. In
typical grandmotherly style, she listened to what I said, then said, “write me a song
about a stream bed.”
Two days later, I woke an hour or more before sunrise and made coffee and build a fire
to hold the space while I did prayers, meditation and my daily morning ritual.
Something in the meditation drew up the fifth century BC Greek Philosopher’s words
“One can never step twice in the same river.” It made me think of the 12 Step Program
to which I owe limitless gratitude for my quarter century of sobriety. The 12 Step
Program is like the stream bed, it holds the space for all the people that pass through the
gatherings and activities of the program that helps so many suffering from the disease of
addiction. In an almost seamless thought, the lyrics emerged on a piece of paper. I heard
no song but had the words that I considered at the time to be a poem I could present my
friend and did. Her response was gratitude for the poem followed by “let me know
when you have the music for it.” I thought that would never happen.
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A couple of weeks later, at home, I misplaced my fingers on a chord on the guitar. The
sound was quite pleasant. I played the chord I had attempted, then followed with the
new chord I could not name at the time. A few minutes later the melody for the song
filled the air around my front porch. Then the chorus tune came just as naturally.
As a parent, a spiritual director, and as one who works with patients desiring addiction
treatment, the metaphor of the stream bed feels familiar. That essence is embodied in
my son Herschel playing drums on these songs and my daughter Lily singing beautiful
background vocals and effects on Mother of the Stream. The bed of a stream is seen by
some as a scar in the land. I see it as a nurturing crevasse in the nurturing texture of
Mother Earth. Along with the water, the minerals of the rocks and the soil are the
substance of my ancestry and the generations of descendants who will follow me ,
“From the dust you came, to dust you shall return.”
For the inspiration of these songs and the gifts of the musicians and engineers who
created the sound file, all my relations give thanks.
Rain (the artist formerly known as Bude)
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BEING WHOLE AND HOLY:
Self-Care is not counter-cultural
by
The Reverend Canon Debbie Royals
36

Then Jesus went with them to a place called Gethsemane; and he said to his disciples,
“Sit here while I go over there and pray.” … 40The he came to the disciples and found
them sleeping; and he said to Peter, “So, could you not stay awake with me one hour?
41
Stay awake and pray that you may not come into the time of trial; the spirit indeed is
willing, but the flesh is weak.” (Matthew 26 NRSV)
I can still remember vividly the first time I saw my grand-mother go through a ritual of
cleansing after she had attended to a “patient” who had come to her for “healing.” First of all, the
process of working with someone was always outside of the home and away from where our family
life was lived out. I did not think that was so significant at the time, but it is. Just as Jesus went away
to the garden to pray, over the centuries, so have our elders taught us.
Her next step was to wash. There was a sink outside of the house and she would stop there and
carefully, methodically and intentionally, wash. She began with running water over her hands and
arms. Next she used soap to lather up the already wet areas and she would rub them gently. Once she
had lathered up her skin, she began again to let the water run over these areas. When she was done, she
dried her arms with a soft towel and then went back about her business inside the house.
Years later, I also witnessed this ritual being kept by doctors and nurses who had entered into a
surgical/sterile environment in the same way we left it. I began to realize, as I was re-enacting this
ritual practice, that I was praying – first for the patient we would attend to, asking for wisdom,
guidance and healing followed by prayers of thanksgiving for all that had happened to bring healing to
the patient after a procedure.
Now, even years later, I have found myself re-enacting this ritual of self-care regularly. Even as
we prepare to share the table, celebrate the Eucharist, the ritual is present and brings to mind our
gathering, the needs and desires of all God’s creation.
I am careful to prepare myself when I am called into a Pastoral Care relationship. This is not
always possible – the phone rings, someone stops you in your tracks, hands are extended and we feel
the pull of energy as spirits connect.
Throughout the stories of healing in the Gospels we can’t help but notice that there are forms of
self-care being modeled for us by Jesus. He cared for his body, ate, drank water, rested, prayed after
each and every incident of healing – expected or not. He even drew the healed individuals into the
circle of prayer and care after their healing. As ministers – lay and ordained – whose call is to serve all
of creation through our actions and prayers, remaining healthy, whole and healed ourselves has to be a
priority.
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Healing
Healing is not a solitary act and includes the presence of the Holy Spirit. Whether healing is
needed by an individual, a pastoral relationship with an individual or individuals, or a community we
must realize that this is “work.”
What is WORK? My little brother Steve always says that the difference between a job and
work is that we do a job for money but we do work because it comes from our heart and the spirit in
us. As with all “work” then, we must be prepared. Starting with ourselves, healing is possible when
and if the way is clear for the spirit’s movement in the healing process.
Healing is a sacred activity and as such, begins with prayer – even just pausing to acknowledge
the presence of God our Creator in all things is a prayer. Being intentional and becoming aware and
fully present in any given situation also provides a space for self-awareness. Are we happy, peaceful?
Do we feel our best-self? If the answer is yes, let us not be so passive that we think we should go
forward without asking for the protection of the Spirit. Our elders teach us that we should approach
each situation with unconditional love, non-attachment and a clear mind.
In my own Pascua Yaqui tradition, it is important to have the elements of creation present in an
intentional way. I keep these on my personal altar at home ever ready to help me in acknowledging the
presence of our Creator God in all things. Do I need to wash? Does my body and mind need water?
Have I breathed in the life-giving breath of God as I prepare myself? Have I removed my shoes so that
I am as “grounded” in our Mother earth as possible? Have I matched my body temperature to the heat
of the fire and become a part of its life? As I pray, the smells of our medicines do their own “work” as
they invite my mind and spirit into a space of healing – the healing presence of God.
Listening as ceremony
The elders have often reminded me that Pastoral Care is older than the term – the sacred art of
“listening” has been a sacred practice since the beginning of time. When we are invited to come, when
there is a need, we are being invited to listen – even when no words are being shared because listening
involves all of the senses. The ceremony of listening can be literal. We might be asked to come and
hear the “story” of a person’s heart, mind and spirit. We might be asked to come and sit, listening
instead to the silence of grief and sorrow – and sometimes what we hear are tears. When we listen
closely, even those tears that are being shed silently are not really silent. In our full presence we can
feel the tears as they well up in a person’s eyes. We can trace their sound as they slide down the
person’s face and sometimes we even hear the moaning cries escaping a person who cannot be silent –
the grief is so great.
Entering into a healing space with an individual certainly requires some form of contact. I often
embrace people who have called upon the healing spirit of God in and through me. This is a form of
intimacy that is not always welcome in the Western world but I have never encountered a situation in
an indigenous setting where physical contact is not common especially when greeting another.
Within each indigenous culture and tradition are healing rituals and traditions. We don’t all
have the same understanding of the particulars of healing ceremonies but we all have rituals and
traditions. Providing pastoral care is a form of healing and therefore should be treated in a sacred way
as any ceremony would be.
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Listening requires our full presence. Listening ceremonies may be most effective when we have
set the space for what is to come. Whether we are invited to sing a song of loss, a song of thanksgiving
or say prayers for the same using words, scripture, or poetry our listening process requires our full
presence and attention. Being intentional about setting the space may not always be convenient but it
can also help create that pause we ourselves took before we began allowing others to also enter into the
sacred space of healing. Setting the “stage” as ceremony is a tool of the “trade” passed down by elders.
Before we are listening then, we are acknowledging that this space is a sacred space and
whatever is shared in this space then becomes sacred as well. My own experience has been that having
set an altar, carrying my medicines, feather, and water provides tangible elements of sacredness and
healing and when the time is appropriate might even be shared with another in the presence of the
healing spirit of God making it clear that neither I nor the sacred elements provide healing. They invite
the person seeking healing into a relationship with our Creator God who is the source of health.
(Healing then is the restoration of health.)
Listening Ceremonies can manifest themselves in many ways and the presence of the Spirit of
God may also manifest itself in many ways. My elders tell me it is not my presence or the ceremony
itself that will bring healing but the relationship between those seeking healing and the healing
presence of God that ultimately brings healing, health and wholeness back to broken, damaged or
injured hearts/souls. For providers of Pastoral Care – Listening Ceremony leaders – we might be
tempted to feel that our success at providing what was needed depends on the degree of healing. Be
cautious not to put a price/value on healing since it is not something that is within our means to
provide.
Suicide
Specific to this resource focused on Suicide, my own experience has been that healing is not
something that occurs in a specific time frame. In fact, in one instance in particular, it is clear that no
healing has taken place even though the suicide is more than two years past. Healing can only be
realized when healing and health are the desired result. In our village, for example, we often hear the
words, “we need to heal this wound” but no matter the amount of prayer, song, listening that takes
place, the wound remains open and fresh. It makes one wonder why. What is keeping the wound open
and fresh? Is there something more that needs to be addressed?
We could write chapters upon chapters about the contributing factors to the tragic rates of
suicide known by our indigenous communities – both rural and urban. Other authors in this resource
have addressed the subject with great wisdom. For me, there is a level of outrage at the epidemic
proportions of suicide among Native American, First Nations and Aboriginal people on this continent.
I shed many tears at the three gatherings that have taken place in the planning of this resource. First, as
we shared, heard, listened, and spoke about our personal experiences with suicide during the Cook
Native American Ministry Winter Workshop. What followed at the next two collaborative gathering
where members of the Indigenous Theological Training Institute and Indigenous Ministry in the
Anglican Church in Canada moved through the difficult task of not only acknowledging the sad reality
reflected in the statistics but asked ourselves what we were going to do about it. What indeed? With
such an enormous and potentially overwhelming reality, what could be done? The answer was to
provide support. How? When we are given the task of providing support, we must begin first by
recognizing our strengths and the resources we already have available – acknowledging what Martin
Brokenleg has already written about – Resilience.
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Resilience as Ceremony
The resilience of indigenous people must be acknowledged if we but acknowledge our own
history. Within history – no matter who is writing it – there is one truth that prevails – WE ARE
STILL HERE. Some of the elements that would continue to insure our survival have been under attack
for centuries however, now that we are aware of the loss of language, culture, tradition inherent in the
dominant system, we have a goal – to save ourselves and celebrate the uniqueness of the thousands of
diverse expressions of who we are as indigenous people of this land – what some call turtle island.
It may be particularly important to acknowledge our resilience in the specific healing process of
this suicide epidemic. As pastoral care providers, the opportunities we have to encourage healing can
take a different shape in between crises. We might want to meet with our elders in the community and
determine how we might model our strengths and support each other in our lived experience as
indigenous people – one elder so wisely noted, “being Indian is not a choice but doing Indian is.” This
elder encourages our community to use outward and visible culture to enrich and understand our lived
experience as indigenous people.
Included in the Resource section of this book are some suggestions for wellness and wholeness
– Visioning Methods Talking Circle and The Four Directions of Wellness. You are encouraged to
consider these as a way of providing for yourself and your communities pastorally.
Self-Care
I have been blessed to have been taught by many wise spiritual leaders. They include many of
the authors/contributors in this resource. But there are also others – primarily the women from my
village and the women from First Women, Gather Around the Fire. Through their guidance and
example I offer you the following suggestions for self-care.
Remember that we are earth, air, fire, water – physically our bodies are a miracle containing
these sacred elements. Our bones, cells and bodies produce and live because of the minerals from our
Mother Earth also found in our bodies. We have a temperature – 98.6 F and are fire. We are 50% water
give or take. And we breathe air, make use of the oxygen and expel the carbon monoxide that the earth
re-creates to more life giving oxygen. We are a part of creation and made in the image and likeness of
God. Knowing how sacred we are, our make-up, helps us to see ourselves in a whole and holy way.
Put only those things in our body that are meant to keep us healthy.
Everything about us is moving. Our heart beats, our blood flows and even the little hairs in our
ears vibrate so that we can listen and hear. We are meant to move. Whether we are inclined to some
kind of structured movement or not, we must find a way to remain active. Activity helps us maintain
our health, keeps our muscles strong, allows us to develop healthy thinking and elevates our mood.
Our bodies must also rest. Sleep is essential for life. Maintaining a regular cycle of rest
provides healthy functioning of our body, mind and spirit.
We are physical, mental, emotional and spiritual beings. Just as we care for our physical
bodies, so must we care for the other three attributes of our being. I wise mentor advised me that in
order for me to be as “good” as I could be in the role of a spiritual leader, I would need to seek out
support for mental and emotional health. This advice did not come as an implication that I was
somehow unwell, but instead it was given as “an ounce of prevention.” Taking on the illness, grief,
troubles and challenges of those who we serve pastorally makes us vulnerable ourselves to loosing
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perspective. I think of my Spiritual Director/Therapist/Counselor as a ceremony – even as a Sweat –
where the time we spend together is like the rounds of prayer and song leading me towards health.
Ritualizing our prayer time as pastoral care providers almost seems so obvious we may not
think to mention its importance in our lives. As I have spent more time working with clergy in the
church who are seeking wellness, I realize that we might be the most susceptible to losing site of the
relationship we must maintain with our God. Here I recall for them – and myself – what our elders
teach us. We get up in the morning to greet our Father Sun and to give thanks for the passing of the
night and another day. We remember to stop and pray for the day’s progression as the sun reaches its
height and moves us from a more active time to a less active time. We bid farewell each day as the sun
sinks below the horizon while we witness the rise of our Mother Moon welcoming the night. And
finally, we give thanks for all that has been when we lay down to sleep, anticipating that the next day
will come with more opportunities to live out our best selves and the self God intended us to be.
Even within the Anglican/Episcopal Church (as with many traditions whose worship mirrors
the ways of our ancestors) prayer cycles and times are encouraged. Once again, if we are honest with
ourselves, this pause in the day is acknowledging our connection to God our creator and all of creation.
It serves to keep us whole and holy as we balance the needs of the world against the gifts God offers to
us each day. Praying in a cycle of time has the ability to center our thoughts in the sacredness of life
even when we are witness to those things that diminish its value. With so much anger, hate and
violence in the world, we can be tempted to dwell in a space that separates us from the unconditional
love of God but prayer, time with God, keeps these aspects of life in perspective.
And finally, I would offer you these words – be a friend/relative with everyone you meet. We
never know when that simple act, acknowledgement or recognition will be the difference between life
and death. In our home we say, “no regrets.” For us that means that we try to remember that every
word, every action might be the last one we share with someone. My mother has been blessed with 94
wonderful years. We celebrate her life and want to make each day count.
Thank you for allowing me to share my thoughts, the lessons I have been given, the guidance
and wisdom of self-care. I am still learning and will (hopefully) continue to learn more each day of my
life.

The Reverend Canon Debbie Royals is Pascua Yaqui from Tucson, Arizona and serves as the Canon
for Native American Ministry in the Diocese of Arizona. As a consultant for the Indigenous
Theological Training Institute, she has been able to live out her passion of providing culturally relevant
theological resources for our many indigenous people. Debbie also spends a good deal of her time
serving as a Health Faculty for Church Pension Education and Wellness.
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Walking Out Ceremony
A child did not step outside until he/she learned to walk.
This ceremony sybolized the first step into their future lives as Cree hunters.
The parents and familiy prepared the children’s tradtional outfits with loving care. Traditional food
was gathered and prepared for the feast to be held after the Ceremony. The day of the Ceremony
usually starts at sunrise or early in the morning a little after sunrise. This had to do with how a good
provider/hunger’s life should be.
The elder usually talks about the significance of the Ceremony to the participants before starting. An
Elder, provided with tobacco offering, would often say the prayer of thanksgiving for the children’s
lives and blessing of the food to be eaten. The child would be lead outside by an elder or parent to walk
around the tree that is decorated with ribbons. The girl would usually carry boughs and an axe to
symboloze her life as home caretaker. The boy would walk out and shoot a rifle into the air to
symbolize his life as the provider. Usually, if available, there was a goose lying by the tree. The child
was greeted by families to welcome them to their future lives. The family would enter into the
teepee/tent that was laden with bresh boughs to share in the snack the chile would carry in his/her
backpack. Some families give gifts away to the elder who are present.
After the Ceremony there is a feast and food offering with tobacco. The food is put in the fire asking
the ancestors to watch over the child and thanking them.
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The following prayer began as a list of roughly jotted down key words and phrases I heard
presenters say at a Suicide Prevention Memorial Gathering in Sioux Lookout. The list became a
poem, then a prayer. Shared with other community gatherings in several places, it grew as people
added their own words and lessons on suicide prevention and healing.
This prayer can be copied and distributed to individuals or at a gathering. It can be read by
several different voices, then used to open sharing. Some people change all or some of the words
to tell their own stories.
An Alphabet of Healing
Sioux Lookout, Ontario
May 2011
Let our Anger become the Alpha of Awareness
Let our Bereavement become Bravery in Being …with others
Our Crying become a Circle of Comfort
May our Despair turn into Doing
Our Emptiness into Epiphany
Our Fear into Forgiveness.
Let our Grief and Guilt become Gratitude.
Now we Hide,
Let us, through Jesus Christ, seek the Heart of Hope through Honesty and Humility.
Let our Isolation become Intimacy.
May our Jealousy of those we think unwounded
Become a Journey into our own woundedness.
Now we Kill,
In thought, in word….sometimes in deed;
May our hearts be Kindled by your holy spirit.
Out of our Loneliness and Loss,
Only you, Lord, can lead us to Love, Learning and Laughter.
You turn my thoughts of Me
Into care for Many
Now I say No
May I soon see the Newness of Life
Now I say it’s Over
May I come to know Life is Open.
I Punish myself and those about me,
May I come to a Place of Prayer.
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Quitting my better self, my family and friends, awake through endless nights
Yet through you, Quiet, the Quiet of Stillness, the Quiet of Peace await me at the Dawn.
Rage becomes Respect, Resilience and Resurrection.
Shame and Self-harm become Sharing and Service.
Thoughts of Suicide flee before the Seven Teachings.
Trauma is transformed by Truth telling,
Thirst slaked by the Ten Commandments.
Until I remembered you, oh Lord, I was weak. Now I soar with the Ultimate strength of your Love.
Then I was vanquished. Now I see you, the Victory of Resurrection.
Today I Weep. Tomorrow I will walk in the Wisdom of the Word with you, Lord.
X-clusion is replaced by the inclusion of your unconditional love.
Yearning and pain fill my days.
Yet, Yes! Yes! I shall shout Yes to my Lord’s promise that we shall have Life and have it abundantly.
I feel Zero now.
But I will follow you to the Zenith of your healing love.
Everything has a time
This familiar scripture reminds us of the circular shape of life, that our lives and families, clans and
communities have seasons, like the land that surrounds us. Children, youth, those of maturity and
elders can participate in sharing reflections following the reading (by different voices) of sections of
this scripture. The number of lines to read before a pause can be decided by the wisdom of those
leading. After a pause to digest the words, an elder or other spiritual leader asks, ‘What time is it in
your life? In the life of your family? In the life of your community?’ This scriptural activity was
offered for consideration in Iqaluit.
Ecclesiastes 3: 1 – 8, New Revised Standard Version (NRSV)
Everything Has Its Time
For everything there is a season, and a time for every matter under heaven:
2

a time to be born, and a time to die;
a time to plant, and a time to pluck up what is planted;
3
a time to kill, and a time to heal;
a time to break down, and a time to build up;
4
a time to weep, and a time to laugh;
a time to mourn, and a time to dance;
5
a time to throw away stones, and a time to gather stones together;
a time to embrace, and a time to refrain from embracing;
6
a time to seek, and a time to lose;
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a time to keep, and a time to throw away;
7
a time to tear, and a time to sew;
a time to keep silence, and a time to speak;
8
a time to love, and a time to hate;
a time for war, and a time for peace.
CONCLUSION:
Teaching ‘the good life’, walking the path to ‘the good life’ and living ‘a good life’ are ways of being
where faith and culture meet to comfort, to restore, to heal, to renew and to save lives. Although the
term may differ slightly from language to language, the meaning is clear and consistent. In Inuktitut,
the word is Inutsiaqpagutit, ‘that which enables you to have a good life’. In Ojibwe, Bimaadiziwin.
In Cree, Mino-pimatasiwin are ‘teachings which enable you to have a good life’, while in Oji-Cree,
‘Misiway Milopemahtese-win refers to ‘living well, a good life for everyone’. This is our prayer for
you who read and work, minister and teach with this book, our prayer for your families and for your
communities.
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A story on leadership
This story about leadership has been adapted from one often told by health professionals. It shares the
importance of working with communities toward wellness, not working to “fix” communities from
illness.
Sitting on the edge of a cliff at Rocky Mountain Front looking down at a fast running river, I was
wondering about NA/AN Leadership and what it means to be a Leader in Indian Country. From this
pondering, I went to seek knowledge and wisdom from the elders of the region, and my question to
them was: “What is a Leader in Indian Country?”
This is how they explained what a good leader in Indian Country is:
They told me in the Whiteman’s world a leader is someone that tells you what to do and in the Native
world a leader is someone that shows you how to do it.
This story is how the elders explained this to me:
A group of non-natives came to a river that was flooded and very swift. The leader of the group looked
around, saw the most inexperienced and weakest person of the group, and told him to jump in the
water and if he did not reach the other side, the group would look for an alternative route. A group of
Natives came to the same river that was flooded and very swift. This time, the Native leader looked at
his people and told them you stay safe on this bank, I will jump in the river and swim to the other side
and if I make it to the other side I will pull you across one by one. And, if I do not reach the other side
you need to look for another route.
The moral of the story: Through leadership that is strong, and able to lead by example we can work
toward healthy communities. Following non-native ways in working with communities can be selfinterest at somelevel. We must recognize we are part of something larger than ourselves. Leadership is
based on the actions you take.
Adapted by Ivan MacDonald, Blackfeet (2007)
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A Beaded Broach for Healing from Suicide Bereavement
This broach was created by Rev. Lisa Brantfrancis, of Wemindji, QC for a Community Healing
Gathering she and her husband, Rod, also a priest, had been invited to offer in Moose Factory, and on
its meaning is rooted in First Nations culture and Christianity.
“Healing Beaded Broach”
“This beaded broach was the symbol that the Lord gave to me as I prayed for the Healing Gathering at
Moose Factory, On., Sept. 18th & 19th 2010:
The beads are the colour of the medicine wheel, a symbol for healing. We use the colours in this way:
The black bead represents the darkness, our grief.
The white bead represents our choice not to allow darkness or grief to take over our life.
The yellow bead represents a new day, putting into practice the choices we have made to make things
better.
The red bead represents the empowerment by God to help us through the Holy Spirit.
The ribbon is the symbol of remembrance. It is in the shape of a fish, a symbol for early Christians.”
Rev. Lisa Brantfrancis, Wemindji, QC
This broach became the logo of the Suicide Prevention Program of the Indigenous Ministries, Anglican
Church of Canada. Handed out with a slip interpreting its meaning to participants at Truth and
Reconciliation hearings or offered as a fund-raiser at synods or other gatherings, this broach presents a
simple and powerful story that speaks to many.
Materials:
Copies of “The Healing Beaded Broach”
Compact list of local support and resources
Beads: black, white, yellow, red
Ribbons: black, white, yellow, red
Thread – any of the above colours
Needles – for hand-sewing
Scissors – to cut ribbons
Clasp backing for broaches
Hot glue gun (optional)
Time:
One to two hours, depending on number of participants and sharing time wanted.
Instructions to make the broach:
Cut lengths of each colour of the ribbon to approximately 5”.
Holding the ribbons together, slip over them one bead of each A Bereavement Workshop: colour.
With needle and thread, tack the place where loop intersects to form the tail.
Glue or sew a clasp onto the back of the broach.
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A Bereavement Workshop:
With Lisa’s permission, this activity was offered as a workshop at Waswanipi, QC, in February 2014
during Suicide Prevention Week by Anglican lay-reader and Council Health coordinator of elder
support, Irene Otter. I was honoured to assist her. We have had people come to this workshop who
have not participated in any other community activity associated with suicide.
For: Those who have lost someone to suicide.
Objectives:
To begin and/or strengthen the healing process by sharing in an activity that engages hands, heart,
mind and spirit.
To provide a safe, silent (if so wanted) place and a relatively short time of engagement where someone
can come forward to identify in a gentle activity. Nothing is asked of anyone, except their voluntary
presence.
To be able to take something away that identifies you as someone who is on this journey.
To be able to reflect on where you are on this journey, where you have been and where you will go.
Offered By:
Elders, with other support present (other elders, clergy, bereavement counsellor, psychologist, social
worker, etc.)
Process:
Pray at opening when circle is gathered – elder
Present the activity – elder
Distribute printed copies of healing broach interpretation - person assisting elder
Someone reads the interpretation of the healing broach – elder or volunteer
Set out materials to be used – person assisting elder
Gently facilitate circle sharing as different stages of grief are named and reflected on during the
making of the broaches. Some participants will speak about each stage represented by a different
bead; others will speak about some or none at all - elder
Provide paths for follow-up support and resources: names and numbers of support care workers
present and/or other individuals, programs, clinics, agencies, etc. If possible, prepare this information
in a user-friendly fashion such as a bookmark.
Close with prayer – elder
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My Little Red Suitcase for Residential School
When we work with suicide a lot of other experiences and emotions can come up. As noted earlier, it
is helpful when local partners (church, band council, health centre, school, etc.) get together to
develop a community response to suicide. This is done in order to raise community awareness of some
of the issues that can lead one down the dark road to suicide and to inform the community about
values, practices, resources and interventions that can help to bring the desperate back from the edge.
Residential school experiences often come up in suicide and grief work. Although certainly not part of
pastoral care at the time of bereavement, working with these issues is an important part of community
healing in many places.
The following poem was written originally in French by Marcel Petiquay who spent 12 years at
residential schools within the Province of QC. At the Montreal hearing of the TRC, Marcel, his family
and I presented to the commissioners his poem in a little suitcase like the one he wrote about. Marcel
gave permission for me to work with others in sharing his poem in a circle. Irene Otter and I offered it
in Waswanipi in 2014 as part of Suicide Prevention Week. The simple process opened a river of
memories that tumbled and flowed. The sharing carried us far. Follow-up support was provided.
My Little Suitcase for Residential School
The first time I left for residential school
My mother carefully prepared my
Little suitcase. She took care to put in it everything
I would need. My clothes, some
Toys I would never see again. I was
6 years old on this first trip.
In my little suitcase, my mother had also put
All the love she had, without forgetting
The love from my father. There were also embraces
Tenderness, respect, for me
And for others, sharing and many
Other qualities she had taught me.
The trip lasted 12 years.
When I returned home, my
Little suitcase was heavy. What my
Mother had put in it was gone; love
Embraces, all those beautiful things had
Disappeared. They had been replaced
By hatred, self-rejection, abuses of all
Kinds (alcohol, drugs, sexual abuse) by
Violence, anger and suicidal
Ideas.
That is what I carried for
A long time.
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But I've been cleaning out this
Suitcase. I put back in it everything my
Mother had when I had left the first time: love,
Respect for myself and others and a great
Many other qualities.
Oh yes ... I added sobriety and
Especially spirituality. My little
Suitcase is very light. It is full
Of good things I can
Share with everyone
I meet along the way.
Regardless of skin color,
White, red, black, yellow we
Are all human beings, we
Are all God's creatures

Marcel Petiquay (2007)

(Translated from the French by Guylaine Caron, Quebec, QC, April 2013, with the approval of Marcil
Petiquay.)
“My Little Suitcase”: A Sharing Circle
This is a workshop for suicide survivors where residential school issues were or may have been
involved.
Facilitators:
1. Preferably two residential school survivors who have come a good way on their own healing
journeys.
Support: Identify support people at the beginning. Let circle members know that at any point during
or after the sharing they may seek and receive support.
1. Preferably two elders
2. Other spiritual, psychological supports (counsellor, clergy, social worker, etc.)
Materials:
1. Copies of the poem for each participant.
2. Optional: copies of photographs of a residential school suitcase (from Anglican Church of
Canada Archives, as copied to TRC).
3. An actual small suitcase, if possible, which is placed on a low table in the centre of the circle.
Content:
The story inside the poem is divided into three parts:
1. Gifts representing family, home, love and culture are taken in the suitcase to residential school.
2. a) Removal, destruction or theft of what was precious
b) Re-placement of that which was life-giving by that which destroyed body & soul.
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3. a) Cleaning the suitcase.
b) Putting good things, healing things into the suitcase.
The three parts of the story create spaces to remember, to be angry, to grieve, to be in a wasteland, to
heal.
Time and Process:
This workshop moves like a river. Members of the circle can follow it as they want. Knowing how
long they have (a morning, an afternoon, at intervals over a full-day or a weekend) and how many
people are in the sharing circle, they can then spend the time they want and need in the different parts;
the rapids and strong currents, the shallows and still pools, the mighty flow.
Each participant is given a copy of the poem and a copy of “little suitcase” photographs from the
Anglican Church Archives (used with permission) or from another source.
In the circle, participants reflect on and share their own “Suitcase Stories”. Following are examples of
subjects for reflection. This is not a checklist. Circle members speak about what they want to, when
they want to, for as long as they want to. Tea breaks as needed.
1. What did we (members of the circle) bring to residential school?
2. What was taken away from us, destroyed, stolen?
3. What then filled up our suitcases?
4. What do our suitcases look like now? Are they still filled with our residential school
experiences? Half full? Stuff still in the bottom? (Where do we see ourselves in the journey
of healing?)
5. How do we clean our suitcases? How do we empty them first? What does the emptiness feel
like? How do we feel when we clean them? Do we have help with this work? Who or what
can support us in this work?
6. Are we now putting good things into our suitcases? If so, what? How did we begin the work
of re-filling our suitcases? Did we have help in this? What practices, people or therapy helped?
Is there still more space in our suitcase?
7. Can we help anyone else with cleaning and refilling their suitcase?
8. Where are we going next with our suitcases?
Closing the Circle:
Ensure safety as much as possible. Remind the circle that people are there to provide support and
follow-up care.
If interest is expressed by some members in continuing the sharing at another time, commit to taking
forward the request to the appropriate people who might provide space, facilitation and support. Try to
put in place a means of getting the information back to those interested.
Ask the elders for a closing prayer.
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Questions for providing pastoral care at time of suicide
1. How has suicide touched your ministry?
2. What do you say to someone who is grieving? Are there traditional ceremonies that can help
people grieve?
3. What are some effective ways of healing in our Indigenous communities? Can things (like
drums, sweet grass, sage, tobacco, cedar, sweats, etc.) help us to heal?
4. One of things we commonly hear is “they are gone to a better place, or they are at peace now.”
What do you say?
5. What kind of music would you recommend for a young person’s funeral that has completed
suicide?
6. How do you help the person’s young friends with their grieving?
7. What resources are available in your community that may help at time of suicide?
8. What support do you provide after the funeral?
9. Are they going to hell because they completed suicide?
10. In preparing for the funeral, do you choose from the recommended readings or let the family
choose?
11. It is said that tears are good, but what do we say to someone who is standing over the casket
and sobbing on and on?
There is an accompany to this resource in the form of two DVD’s. They include the following:
Disc One – Interviews
Judith Moses
Linda Dorie
The Rev. Canon Anna Frank
The Rev. Canon Ginny Doctor
Disc Two – Interviews
The Rev. Canon Debbie Royals
The Rev. Cynthia Patterson
The Rev. Nancy Bruyere
The Rev. Richard Mendez
The Rt. Rev. Dr. Mark MacDonald
Music: by Rain
Just No Room
Mother of the Stream
Suicide Prevention Short Program
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